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HU Named Among Most
Politically Active Campuses

Town Hall Meeting
Held to Discuss New
Security Measures
By Venus B. Taylor
Hilltop Staff Writer
Infuriated
students
assembled in the Drew Hall
Lounge to voice their housing
security concerns in the "We
Need A Resolution" forum
Wednesday night.
The · HUSA-organized
event allowed campus residents to speak out about new
security
measures
that
require every student to present ID and sign in upon entering the dorms. Among the
panelists were Director of OnCampus Housing Charles
Gibbs, Howard Plaza Towers
managers Larry Frelow and
Charles Pryor, Campus Police
Chief Reginald Smith and

By Melanie R. Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
Loyal,
determined,
humorous, and caring are all
accurate descriptions of senior physical therapy major
Tavare Johnson according to
her close friends, but the list
does not stop there. Those
who knew the Jamaica
native call her a survivor for
remaining optimistic during
her bouts with lupus.
"She was a beautiful person inside and out," said
Dele Olupona, graduate student and friend to Johnson.
"She was always smiling and
always wanted to have fun
no matter what."
Twenty-year-old Tavare
,Johnson, a resident of New
York, died last Friday in the
Howard University Hospital
due to what doctors believe

Hilltop Editor-in-Chief Josef
Sawyer.
Gibbs led the discussion
by dispelling rumors that the
new security measures are a
reaction to articles written by
The Hilltop. According to
Gibbs the new security n1easures are proactive steps that
Residence Life were already
planning on implementing.
But students are still in
dissent of the new policies.
Freshman biology major
Krysti Byrd still can't see why
Residence Life responded as
they did. "We are all adults
here and with this whole visitation thing, I feel like a
child," Byrd said. "It's like my
See HALL page AB

See MOURN page AB

Clockwise: Director of On Campus Housing, Charles Gibbs,
Howard Plaza Towers Property Manager Larry Frelow, Asst.
Property Manager Charles Pryor, and Campus Police Chief,
Reginald Smith were the administrators seated on the panel.

Movie Preview Ignites Race
Discussion Among Students

PIIOTO DY MAYA GIJ.UAM

Johnson's life will be celebrated on campus next
week.
l'IIOTO BY MAYA GILLIA\I

Mock Trial
Team Goes
Undefeated at
U. of Miami
By Maureen Taylor

Contributing Writer
Leaving imprints on the
minds of competitors was the goal
of Howard's mock trial team as
they won the First Annual
Invitational
Mock
Trial
Tournament at the University of
Miami last weekend.
The win leaves the team
undefeated with a record of 8-o as
they competed in a mock criminal

case.
Members of the team competed in four rounds: two rounds
of prosecution, and two rounds of
defense.
In addition to a first place
title, team members also earned
many
individual
awards.
Shermela Williams, Cornell
Williamson, and Said Saba
received awards for Outstanding
Attorney.
See MOCK page A9
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For the second year Howard is ranked as one of the most politically active campuses. Last
April's Black Tuesday Is one of the many events that highlights student activism.

By Melanie R. Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
The 2,000 Howard students who marched to the
Suprel"~e Court to honor Black
Tuesday last April did more
than confirm the University's
standpoint on affirmative
action. It also earned Howard
University the fourth ranking
among universities with the
best campus activism, according to the September/October
2003 edition of Mother Jones
magazine.
This
year,
Iran's
University of Tehran took the
number one slot after 10,000
students protested against the
proposed death sentence of a
reformist history professor.
"Professor
Hashem
Aghajari was sentenced to
death for questioning why
clerics alone should have the
power to interpret the Koran,"
according
to
Motherjones.com, but "his
sentence was eventually comInuted to 74 lashes and eight
. prison.
.
"
years In
California
Community
Colleges took second place

when 14,000 Los Angeles and
Sacramento students protested a $530 million cut in funding and 120 percent tuition
increase. The students were
able to restore $245 million to
the colleges and reduce tuition
increases to 50 percent.
New York University
holds the number three spot
for its nuinerous anti-war
demonstrations
including
eight students rushing the
stage of MTV's Total Request
Live flashing "No War in Iraq"
T-shirts and a five-student,
nine-hour sit-in at Senator
Hillary Clinton's office to
present her with a petition
against authorizing war in
Iraq.
Students were pleased
with the ranking Howard
University received but reject
Mother Jones' stance on the
top three campuses.
"It feels good because we
con1e here knowing we'll get
more than an education from
the books," sophomore legal
communications
major
Shannon Fraizer said, "but I
don't see the California
Community Colleges being

-- ·----

that high. California shouldn't
be ranked because of its fees."
Junior co-business major
Nicholas Knox adds, "Number
four is a reasonable ranking
but I'm not sure if number one
deserved to be there."
Mother Jones magazine
previously named Howard
University the fifth most
active
campus
In
its
September/October
2001
issue for its 200-student
march to the U.S. Department
of Justice to protest the slaying of Howard student Prince
Jones. He was shot five times
by an undercover Prince
George's County police officer
in a case of mistaken identity.
The protest grabbed the attention of former Vice-President
Al Gore and ignited a federal
investigation of the use of
lethal force by the Prince
George's police department.
Regardless, some students
remain apathetic towards the
rankings.
"I have no feelings
towards it either way," Knox

By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer
On Wednesday evening,
students were able to preview the latest Mirimax film
"The Human Stain" and
participate in a discussion
about race relations at
Cramton Auditorium. The
film explored the dynamic
life of Coleman Silk, a fairskinned black man who
spent his entire adult life as
if he were white.
Some viewed the screening as a chance to relax and
unwind, without having to
spend any money.
"I see this as an opportunity to relieve stress after
the midterm season. It is
free and I am interested to
see what happens," said

sophomore
engineering
major Ayo Vanterpool, prior
to the movie's beginning.
The film captured the
audience with the story of
Coleman Silk, a Jewish professor unfairly a<"i:used of
racism and enduring the
death of his wife because of
this.
Howard students were
particularly excited as Silk's
father informed him he was
going to Howard, a place
where he would truly s ucceed and be among the best
schools
for
blacks.
However, Silk's negative
feelings toward Howard
University elicited boos
from the crowd.
See STAIN page A9

PJIOTO BY MAYA GILLIAM

See ACTIVIST page A9

New movie The Human Stain spawned this panel discussion
about the pertinent race relation issues the film raises.
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New Center to Support TeachersBy Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Each year, a new generation of students who have utilized the most advanced technology enter the classrooms of
Howard's professors.
Now, through the assistance of the newly formed
Center for Excellence in
Teaching,
Learning,
and
Assessments, these teachers
will be armed with all the tools

Do you think
The Hilltop is
still the voice
of Howard
students?

to continue to effectively educate their students a nd stay
knowledgeable in the latest
technology.
The Center for Excellence
in Teaching, Learning, and
Assessment (CETLA) was
established in August. It serves
as a foundation for faculty
development and offers a
plethora of programs and
resources as it embarks on a
mission to technologically support professors. Through its

support of the professionals
who actually facilitate learning,
CETLA hopes to have a direct
impact on the achievement of
students.
"By making teaching easier, students will better understand materials and can utilize
technology to succeed in classes," CETLA information systems
manager
Frederick
Appiah said. "Students will be
able to just go online and get
specific information regarding

their classes. What benefits the
teachers definitely benefits the
student."
"Empowering
Today's
Teachers with the Tools of
Ton1orrow" is CETLA's motto
and the center plans to achieve
this theme through an abundance of services. Professors
along with librarians, teacher
assistants and other instructional personal can use the

Dr. Ruth's
Prescription

Letter From
the Campus
Editor

See CENTER page A 11

By Ruth L.Tisdale
Campus Editor

•
Justice Wright
Senior
Public Relations
"Yes. Many of the articles
are written by students, the
topics are selected by student editors and the majority of those interviewed are
students. The Hilltop is
definitely the voice of
Howard University students.

'
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Dana Plair
Freshmen
; Management

'

''Yes, although there have
been many changes impl¢mented in the dorms
because of The Hilltop, it is
all for the best interests of
the students. The paper is
very inforn1ative and well
produced.
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! Better Have My Money:

Organization protests release ofGhettopoly
By Courtney K. Wade
Contributing Writer
Student leaders of the organization,
Educating Blacks on National Issues
(E.B.O.N.I.,) compiled a list of solutions
that can combat the effects of the negative
images evoked by the controversial board
game Ghettopoly and new energy drink
Pimp Juice.

E.B.O.N.I., an organization that
founders, Darren Harris and Quincy Ewell,
was established at their New J ersey high
school to call the leaders of the n~"t generation and enlighten their younger peers.
The suggested solutions are everyday
things that if done can uplift the black race.
The start though small may be: refraining
from using the n-word, arriving on time for
appointments and self-education through

HBCU
Jason Rickett
' Sophomore
Architecture

1

"I consider The Hilltop is
still the voice of Howard
University because The
Hilltop is produced by the
students and the students
are Howard University.
Therefore, I believe The
Hilltop is still the voice of
Howard.

De'Leisa K. Nelson
I Senior
}, Information Systems
Analysis
1
;

"Yes. I believe the articles
in The Hilltop are about the
students & for the students.
Since students run The
Hilltop, they often make
the right choices of what
students want to hear. I
love The Hilltop! Bring the
poetry corner back.

I. ... ·-
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Pan Hellenic Council, believes
that taking four teams instead
of two will give Southern more
potential to bring more prize
money to the school. Others
felt that it was unfair to send
the first and second place
teams, because the first place
teams put a lot of hard work
and effort into their performSU's Pan-Hellenic Council ances to win.
Votes For Four Instead of
The State Farm Battle of
Two
the Bands and Greek Show will
Southern University's Pan
take place November 28 at the
Heltinic Council recently voted Louisiana Superdome in New
to send four of its Greek letter Orleans.
organizations to perform at the
Bayou Classic.
For the past 15 years, the
sorority or fraternity that
placed first in the Homecoming
Greek Step Show advanced to
the annual step show during
the State Farm Bayou Classic
Battle of the Bands and Greek
Show.
This year, four teams will
be sent to perform including
It's Spartan Homecoming
the first place winners, the Beta
Time
Sigma Chapter of Alpha Phi
Norfolk State University is
Alpha Fraternity, Inc. and the celebrating its homecoming
Alpha Tau Chapter of Delta this week with a variety of
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. and
activities. Under the theme
the second place winners, the
"Remember the PAST...RISE to
Rho Chapter of Phi Beta Sigma the Future," the Spartans have
Fraternity, Inc and the Beta Psi planned a host of activities.
Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
The week began with a talSorority, Inc.
ent show on Tuesday and conDustin Prestage a member cert featuring the Ying Yang
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Twins, Lil' Mo, and T.I on
and president of the schools'
Wednesday. Thursday, stu-

A2
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personal reading.
Darryl Lockett, a junior finance major
and one of the panel leaders, has researched
the Ghettopoly game. Lockett says his first
view of the game's center image, a muscular
black .man wearing a bandana and a grin
that showed his gold teeth, holding a crack
rock in one hand and a 40 oz. bottle of
See GHETTOPOLY page A 11

BRIEFS
dents witnessed a step show,
showdown with Norfolk's
Greek letter organizations.
The Spartan football team
will face the Howard Bison this
Saturday at Dick Price stadium
at 1 p.m. The homecoming festivities will end with a gospel
concert on November 2.

Tuskegee Receives
Million Grant

$14

U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services Secretary
Tommy Thompson recently
announced his department will
give Tuskegee a $14 million
grant that will be used to complete the Tuskegee University
National Center for Bioethics
in Research and Health Care.
As the only national
bioethics center in the country,
Tuskegee's Bioethics Center
addresses issues that deal with
the under-represented populations,
especially
African
Americans. Tuskegee will now
be able to complete the transformation of the former hospital on campus, to a new

research facility. Faculty, students, researchers, and visiting
scholars enrolled in related
programs will have access to
the facility.
Its completion is marked
for the fall of 2004.

Texas Southern Alumnus
Promises $1 million to
Alma Mater
Texas Southern University
alumnus Kase Lawal recently
made TSU's homecoming one
to remember. He pledged a gift
in the amount of $1 million for
the Open Doors Capital
Campaign.
His donation will go to the
Jesse H. Jones School of
Business and is the largest
donation by an individual or
alum in the schools' history.
His donation will establish the
Kase and Eileen Lawal Center
for International Business
Development in the Jesse H.
Jones School of Business.

Compiled by
Charreah Jackson

The Hilltop
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Because of the overwhelming response to the
October 20 article that I
wrote, I felt that it would be
fitting to discuss the reasons
why I wrote the article. (To
the faithful Dr. Ruth fans,
have no fear her prescription
will be back next week.)
How many of us have
complained about security on
campus? How many of us
have caught security guards
asleep at their post? If you are
a true Howard student, at one
time or another you have seen
or mentioned one of these
things.
My Howard family, why
do we have to wait until
something happens until we
do say something? Do we
have to wait until a girl gets
raped or a guy gets stabbed
before we decry the errors at
our school?
Since I wrote the article,
many people have told me
that the Hilltop is not the student voice, but I beg to differ.
Every Howard student has
complained about security in
one form or fashion. So the
Hilltop recognized these complaints and b ecame your
voice. By writing an article
about dorm security, we put
the University on alert that
the inadequate security that
"Ye are forced to endure will
not be tolerated. Yes, because
of that article, drastic and
over-the-top measures were
taken. But is The Hilltop to
blame? I think ooL
At every dorm entrance,
the response that students
receive when they ask why
were the new security measures enacted, the answer is
not because of Residence Life
or the University or security.
The answer is simply The
Hilltop. So in turn, students
turn on The Hilltop instead of
seeing that it is Residence Life
and the University making
these drastic char1ges, not The
Hilltop.
We need to realize that
with or without The Hilltop
the University could have
made these changes. Did The
Hilltop broadcast security
issues that prompted dorm
searches earlier this year? No.
My family, we cannot be
divided when we speak of the
changes that must be made to
the University. Many people
say that there needs to be
more security guards on duty.
Other students say that the
security guards need to be in
better shape. How are we ever
going to get these issues
solved unless we work together?
And Security issues are
only the beginning. We have
smart rooms that are missing
its smart equipment, an iLab
that has an abundance of broken computers, an impending
tuition increas~, and people
are threatening my life
See LETTER page A 11
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ALL SENIORS& UNDERCLASSMEN ·
•

WHEN:

NOVEMBER 3-7 FROM 12-BPM (with a break from 4-4:30)
.
THE BLACKBURN CENTER, IN THE MUSIC LISTENING ROOM

.

WHERE:

COST:

SENIORS-$15.00
UNDERCLASSMEN-$3.00
•
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REMEMBER THAT ALL
~. ORGANIZATION PICTURES ARE -.
:~
NOVEMBER 15 &·NOVEMBER 16.
: : you MUST PAY A $75.00 SITTING FEE. A
50-75 WORD BIO ON A 3 1/2'' FLOPPY
DISK IS REQUIRED FOR
ORGANIZATION TO APPEAR IN THE
YEARBOOK.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL
THE YEARBOOK OFFICE AT
(202) 806-7870.
/1
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Rasta arianism: From Religion to Li estyle

Weekly Horoscopes
(Oct. 31 - Nov. 6)
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Scorpio (Oct. 24- Nov. 21)
Happy Birthday Scorpios!
People born under the sign of
Scorpio, (symbolized by the
Scorpion) are intense, filled with
desire and have a strong need for
power, so be wary when getting
these people upset. Scorpios tend
to handle stress very well and can
bounce back quickly from almost
any situation. These people are
passionate, determined and love
the luxurious things in life.

Famous Scorpios:
Monica
10/24/80
Gabrielle Union 10/29/73
P. Diddy
11/4/ 69

By Kimberly King
Hilltop Staff Writer
Characteristic of Rastafarians
and the Rastafari movement, dreadlocks are symbolic of a crown, further recognizing the former reign of
Ethiopia's Haile Selassie.
Bob Marley also became prophet
of Rastafarianism in 1975, utilizing
reggae as an avenue of Rastafarian
self-expression.
Rastafarianism officially began
in 1930 due to social and economic
conditions of blacks in Jamaica.
Named "Back to Africa" advocate
Marcus Garvey, a black Jamaican
nationalist, Rastafarianism is the
belief that Selassie is the black messiah. Under no particular individual
leadership, many Rastafarians
believe that Selassie appeared for
the redemption of all blacks subjected to white supremacy and that
Ethiopia is the "Promised Land."

For Quellar, the dreads represented an expression of her individuality and an end to prior hair frustrations. But to her grandparents,
who are natives of Jamaica, the
locks symbolize an "unorthodox, subordinate way of living" that are characteristic of native Jamaican
Rastafarians of their
(
day. Instead of
empowerment and
individualism, the dreads
resurrected memories of
disdain.
Not understanding or
fully acknowledging their
beliefs, Quellar and her mom
:l
went to work in constructing
"!
the look. "In the end, the
look symbolized a true test in

Donna Gibson, a sophomore
psychology major, began a journey
four months ago that ended with
what she believes to be a "revelation
of self." A vegetarian of eight years,
Gibson gave up the conventional
hairstyles like a perm and opted for
something less orthodox - dreadlocks.
"I am not Rastafarian but a lot
of their teachings and ideologies
shape my life so much that fellow
Rastafarians say they see it in me-

pure, sensitive, and divine," Gibson
said. "They (dreads) have brought
me serenity and stability on all levels. They are like little antennas that
produce energy and vibes - so much
that not everyone is allowed to
touch them."
Sharing the same appreciation
for the low-maintenance do is freshman English major Nicole Quellar.
Two years ago, Quellar traded her
traditional hairdos for dreads.

See RASTAFARIANISM page A 12

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)
Good friends will surround
you this weekend and help you
get your life together. A new relationship will possibly be in the
making.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19)
Personal and professional
relationships are especially
intportant to you right now. You
will express yourself in an articulate fashion in any public speaking or interviews coming up.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 19)
Finding a job for the upcoming holiday season is your main
priority right now. You and your
beau will spend a lot of time this
weekend. Every night will be
movie night. Single Aquarians
will meet someone through a
friend. It could possibly blossom
into a meaningful relationship.

Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
Plans for travel will be in the

PHOTO BY DIANA BEAGUE

Improvements Made Toward
Treating Alzheimer's Disease
By Deana Thornton
Contributing Writer
Four million Americans suffer from
Alzheimer's Disease, a disorder that
destroys cells in the brain. Alzheinter's is
the leading cause of dementia, a condition
that involves gradual memory loss, decline
in the ability to perform routine tasks and
disorientation.
Alzheinter's also causes difficulty in
learning, loss of language skills, intpairment of judgment and personality
changes. By the year 2050, the estimated
number of people affected by Alzheinter's
in the U.S. will be approximately 11.3 mil-

lion to 16 million, according to the
Alzheinter's Association.
"During the first stage of the disease,
people often experience confusion," said
Elena Renshaw, a counselor at the
Alzheimer's Disease Education and
Referral Center in Silver Spring, MD.
Renshaw gave an example, saying a victim
of Alzhejmer's might go to the grocery
store and forget why they are there.
The second stage includes the individual's inability to remember their loved
ones, loss of speech, forgetting how to use
the bathroom, phobia of water and constant hallucinations. During this stage, the

brain does not remember how to give
commands to the body, so victims of the
disease do not have any reflexes and are
unable to swallow and chew food. Patients
eventually die because they cannot digest
food. The loss of brain cells eventually
leads to the failure of other systems in the
body.
There is no cure for Alzheinter's disease, but there are several drug treatments
that may improve or alleviate symptoms.
Federal health officials have recently
approved the first medicine for the late
stages of the disease. Produced by Forest
Laboratories Inc., Namenda is a new drug
that can be used to treat moderate to
severe Alzheinter's. Researchers believe
that Namenda calms over-stimulated cells
in the brain by blocking an activity of the
chemical glutamate.
Prior to the approval of Namenda,

patients with moderate Alzheimer's disease were simply treated with medications
such as tacrine (Cogne), Donzepil
(Aricept), rivastigmine (Exelon) and
galantamine (Reminyl).
According to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), during clinical trials, Namenda slowed the decline in awareness, reasoning and daily function in moderate to severe Alzheinter's. Patients who
received Namenda were also capable of
performing tasks such as feeding themselves or dialing a phone. Both of these
tasks were performed better than those
who were given other medications.
Increasing age has proven to be the
number one risk factor for developing
Alzheimer's disease. Ten percent of all
people 65 and older have Alzheimer's and

See ALZHEIMER'S page A 12

making. Family members will
pan1per you and give you great
words of wisdom this week.

Aries (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
A promotion in the workplace has you feeling ecstatic yet
doubtful. You love authoritative
positions but don't feel like taking
on such heavy-duty responsibility right now.

Taurus (Apr, 20 - May 20)
A surprise phone call will
leave you feeling "special" all
weekend. Plans will be made for a
get-together. This week will be
very social for you.

Gemini (May 21 - June 21)
This week you will find yourself interacting with a Capricorn
and another Gemini. Socializing
will be on the agenda for this
week. You have always had the
ability to work and play- it's what
you do best.

Cancer (June 22 - July 22)
Entertainment plans such as
going to the theater or get-together with friends will be made this
weekend. For those in relationships, this week you will find
yourself spending a lot of time
with your beau.
Leo (July 23 -Aug. 22)
Breaking free of confining
situations and relationships are
likely this week. Despite all of
this, you will still remain optimistic. This is a week in which
you will communicate your
enthusiasm and be more receptive to others' thoughts.

Vll'go (Aug. 23 - Sept 22)
Problems in the work place
may have you feeling under the
weather. This is one of those
weeks in which you will anticipate for it to be over. A good
friend and family member will
give you excellent advice.

Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23)
Extra energy will be exerted
in organizing your professional
life this week. Important decisions will be made and you will be
more objective in your thought

process.
Compiled and Written
by Leesa Dauis
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Shallow Eyes
Nothing can separate me when I'm near your soul
The focus of my mind state got me in control
Can 't respond to the kisses I imagine at hand
The visions of me and you holding hands is making
me smile

THE MARKET
MAKES CORRECTIONS.
BUT WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO BE
RIGHT IN THE FIRST PLACE? '

But I can 't face the fact that you are in other arms
and I can 't take the pain.
Is it human nature to feel this lust, dangerous for
the men who followed its path
And will never get to make it to the place they feel
and then ...

When the market says you're wrong, well, t~ere's no arguing. That's why choosing , ·
.

'

'·,

..,

.·

'

the right financial partner can help you ,n today's volatile market. Contact us to

It's worst when I don't feel love, I'm only dreaming
and talking in a silent form to get my true thoughts
across.
But inside my mind I close my eyes and let God
write
His vision is so clear
But why question my fate when it's so easy to see
without you all I'm left with is a shadow?

learn more about our retirement system and complete range of investment and satings .,,
options. It's the right decision.
TI AA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776

The world is my place when I cry inside, but only
the pain gets real when my heart dies.
The only thoughts I can have is inside but why give
nature a reason to see me die.
I stand alone, cause I can 't face the shame. The
man in the mirror is at it again
Somebody take me and let me feel pure, just try to
understand if it gets worst I'm only a scared man.

Managing money for people
with other things to think about:M .

Plus that makes me pure when I let my stress out in
form, never will you see me scorned
As I close my eyes and tears fall down like rain,
understand I'm never breathing these words again
in my mind.

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAL FUNDS I COLLEGE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

· TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, lnc. and Teachers Personal Investor.; Services, Inc. distribute '_·
securities products. For information and prospectuses, call (877) 518-9161. Read them carefully before investing.
© 2003 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10017
_ '.

By Dedrick Love
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By Janeen Straughn
Contributing Writer
Marijuana is the most widely used drug in the United
States. According to the
National Institute on Drug
Abuse (NIDA), approximately
141 million people around the
world use marijuana. An even
more startling and unknown fact
is that studies have shown that
marijuana causes sterility in
men.
A recent article in The
Associated Press (AP) revealed
information from two small
studies presented to a fertility
conference. One of the studies of
22 college students who were
heavy marijuana smokers suggested that continuous marijuana use and excessive body fat
cause sperm to move too fast,
causing the sperm's inability to
fertilize an egg.
According to the article, the
effect on the sperm came from
marijuana ingredients such as
THC. Research also found that
the marijuana smokers had only
about as half as many sperm per
volume of semen as the men in
the study who did not smoke
..
manJuana.
Marijuana can also damage
the cells and tissues in the body
that help to fight against diseases. According to NIDA, heavy
or daily use affects the parts of
the brain that control memory,
attention, and learning.
Lani Burkman, a researcher
at the University of Buffalo, was
interviewed in the Associated
Press article. She said that it can

take four to six months of marijuana abstinence for the sperm's
characteristics to return to normal. Burkman also said that
women who smoke marijuana
are vulnerable because the
ingredients in marijuana build
up in a woman's uterine fluids
and affect the male's sperm.
With so many high school
and college students who smoke
marijuana, it is often questioned
how teens become involved with
the drug to begin with.
*Aaron Martin, a sophomore biology major, says he just
wanted to try it. "It started out
with curiosity but now it's a part
of my everyday routine," said
Martin.
Martin said he doesn't think
that peer pressure had anything
to do with him starting to
smoke. "I don't do it because my
friends do. It's my own personal
choice and I only do it for social
purposes only."
*Jarron Mills, a senior economics major, says curiosity was
also a major factor in why he
started smoking marijuana. "I
was curious to see what everyone's talking about. It's also a
way of relaxing and putting my
mind at ease," said Mills .
Many people believe that
marijuana is healthier than cigarettes. Some say it is not as
addictive as nicotine and the
ingredients in weed are not as
harmful to one's health.
However, studies have proven
that marijuana can have the
same effects on the body as cigarettes, such as increasing risks of
Jung cancer and heart disease.

10 Facts
about
Marijuana

Short term effects
include problems with
memory, distorted perception, trouble with
thinking, problem solving, and loss of motor
coordination.

2

One person can easily get high from secondhand marijuana smoke.

3

141 million people
use marijuana
around the world.

4

Nearly 69 million
Americans over the
age of 12 have tried marijuana at least once.

5
FILE PHOTO

People often smoke weed as a form of relaxation, but health officials say this is detrimental
to the body.

Marijuana damages
the immune system,
causing further peril to
already weakened
immune systems, making
it easier to catch diseases
like HIV.

6

Marijuana contains
many cancer-causing
substances, many of
which are present in higher concentrations in marijuana than in tobacco.

Eric Nickens, director of
Howard
University
Drug
Education and Prevention
Program (HUDEPP), says people feel that marijuana is not
harmful and use this as an
excuse to smoke it.
"Whether it's good or bad
for you, it's illegal," said
Nickens. "When people say this,
it's a rationalization. They're trying to make it seem not as bad as
it really is."
Nickens figures the best
method to decrease marijuana
use is to spread the word. "If
marijuana is an accepted behavior, more people will try it," said
Nickens. "The only prevention is
educating people and explaining
the risk factors."

7

Marijuana is currently up to 2 5 percent
more potent than it was
in the 1960s, making the
drug even more addictive.

, : The Food and Drug
Administration have
rejected smoking crude
marijuana as a medicine.

9

Smoking marijuana
decreases blood
flow to the brain.

10

*Names have been changed
to protect the identity of the students interviewed.

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLEIMAGES.COM

Marijuana tends to have ingredients that are hazardous to
one's health.

According to the
1994 National
Household Survey on
Drug Abuse, an average
of 10 million Americans
use marijuana each
month.

Kleptomania: An Addiction To Stealing
By Lauren Childress
Contributing Writer
Kleptomania, an impulse disorder, is
the recurrent failure to resist impulses to
steal. People with Kleptomania steal
without concern of the personal use or
monetary value a particular object may
have.
Cheryl Gilbreath, What is her major
and classification? a resident of the East
Towers, knows firsthand what can break
the bond amongst roommates-thievery.
"I lived right next door to two young
women who really trusted one another.

One of the girls left town without locking
the door to her room," Gilbreath said.
"When she came back, her laptop was
missing."
When the female reported her laptop
missing to Campus Police, the only thing
she gained from the situation was a valuable lesson.
"It's good to trust your roommates,
but they are not responsible for your
belongings," Gilbreath stated. "I noticed
their relationship became bitter and it
could have been avoided had the girl simply Jocked her door."
No one likes the feeling of having

personal items stolen. However, according to Campus Police Chief Investigator,
Lorraine Kittrell, thievery is on the rise.
Total reports campus-wide, including
reported and attempted theft for the year
2001, was 199. Last year, the number of
reported and attempted theft jumped to
329.

"A lot of students leave their personal belongings visible and unguarded in
their cars, classrooms and dorm rooms,"
Kittrell said. "It's really carelessness and
negligence on the part of some students."
PHOTO BY DlANA BEAGUE

Symptoms of Kleptomania involve impulse stealing.

See KLEPTOMANIA page A 12
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Fiesta Shrimp Cocktail Toss

With a dynamic faculty,
curriculum, and resources
unsurpassed in diversity and
scope, SIPA trains tomorrow's
leaders to meet the challenges
of the 21st century.

Preparation Time: 1O min. Refrigerating Time: 60 min
Ingredients:

1 pound medium
shrimp, cooked and
peeled,
1 cup Italian dressing
1 medium tomato,
diced
2 tablespoons honey

1 (4-oz) can ORTE

GA Diced Green
Chiles
1/3 cup sliced green
onions
1/8 teaspoon hot
pepper sauce

Master of Public Administration
Master of International Affairs
Master of Public Administration. in
Eq.viro1unen.tal Science and Policy

-

Executive Master of Public Administration
Program in Economic Policy Management

• Environmental Policy
• Regional Studies

Applied Economics
• Many other skilland policy-based
concentrations

www. sip a. col um bia. edu
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• Media

• Public Analysis and

- Compiled by Kimberly King

\

• Human Rights

Urban Affairs

cilantro (optional), honey and hot pepper sauce to_gether in medium
glass or ceramic bowl; refrigerate for at least 60m1nutes.
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and Business

• City Management and

Directions: Toss shrimp, dressing, tomato, chiles, green onions,
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Parker's

I Carol Mosely-Braun .-Ma}.{es
By Michael Lawson
Contributing Writer

Perspective
Choose Your
Party,

Just Choose A
Party
By Sean 'J'.. Parker
Asst. Nation & World Ed.

Perhaps it is not a good
thing when a presidential
candidate's primary purposes
for running are called into
question, but Carol MoseleyBraun is showing she is quite
insensible to her detractors.
Braun, who made history
as the first African American
female senator, the first
African American Democratic
senator and the first female
senator from Illinois, hoped
Legislature in i978 where she
to make history again when
1
served for 2 terms as "the
she announced her candidacy
conscience of
for
the
the
House."
Democratic
She then served
Party nomi- ' ' To elect a woman as president would
as Recorder of
nation
for
Deeds for Cook
presidency on remove one of the last remaining barriers to
County, Ill. and
Sept. 22 here
participation in government by women.
from there in
at
Howard When that objective is achieved, our country November 1992
University .
she beat out
will have reached the goal of our nation's
Despite being
multi-millionthe
clear
founding vision.''
aire incumbent
underdog
Alex
Dixon,
-Carol "Mosely-Braun shocking her
candidate,
Braun is runcritics, to repning on a
resent Illinois in the U.S.
platform of "peace, prosperi- working on the campaign of
Senate.
ty and progress."
Harold Washington, who was
Braun's senate term was
Braun was porn in 1947 elected the first black mayor
mired in controversy from
as the eldest of four children of Chicago. She ran and was
the beginning over campaign
to a police officer and a med- elected t() the Illinois State

Monday Night, I went
to Dream Nightclub - for
political reasons.
I
attended
the
Democratic
National
Committee (DNC) sponsored event for several reasons. About 4 months ago,
I attended a sinlilar event
and I benefitted from the
networking at the event.
I was able to obtain my
ticket to the event from the
PR Agency that I intern
·with, The Caraway Group.
Otherwise, tickets were
$50 at the door.
The real reason I
attended the event was to
meet one of my 1nodern
day
heroes,
former
President Bill Clinton. He
is one of my heroes because
he had overcome tremendous odds-many of then1
self-inflicted.
Bill Clinton made mistakes but he overcaine, led
the country during great
economic prosperity and
he even wore sunglasses
and played the saxophone
on the Arsenio Hall Show.
Clinton is a master com1nunicator, he chose
Dream to be the venue in
which he was honored by
the DNC.
It is this type of mentality that the DNC must
adapt to in order to bring
in new voters and supporters of the Democratic
Party.
At this point,
according to the 2000
Census, 50.7 percent of the
men and women in the
United States between the
ages of 18-24 years old are
registered to vote. Only 36
percent of those registered
actually voted.
The 2004 Presidential
Election is going to be a
crucial election. Our freedoms and civil liberties are
in question. Our job security and our ability to find
jobs once we graduate are
in question. Even our
credibility an1ongst foreign
countries are in question,
I'm a De1nocrat until I
die. I am working to
change the party from
within, in areas that matter
to me-education, healthcare, civil rights, etc. for
African Americans and
mincrities. If you feel like
you want to do fight to
change and integrate the
Republican Party or the
Green Party, then go
ahead. But, what needs to
change is the level of apathy.
The solution is twofold. The Party needs to
actively pursue the younger
generation. But, we need
to actively pursue the party
that takes the stance on the
issues that we agree with,
whichever it may be.
Sean Parker is junior
public relations majur. He
can be reached at
sean@rcapa.com
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ical technician in a middleclass segregated area of
Chicago.
Both parents
instilled in their children a
belief in achieving one's
dreams. Braun received a
degree in political science in
1969. from the University of
Illinois and a law degree from
the University of Chicago in
1972.
In 1973, Braun joined the
United States Attorney's
Office and worked extensively with issues related to housing, environmental law and
health policy. She left the
U.S. Attorney's Office in 1977
with the intention of starting
a family.
Braun had dabbled in
politics briefly at the
University of Illinois while

a Name for Herself

PHOTO COURTESY CAROLFORPRESIDEJ'-'T.COM
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Based purely on qualifications and experience,
Braun would be a major contender in the race. However,
her candidacy remains a long
shot at best. The biggest factors against her are a lack of
money and staff.
Funding and resources,
according to political science
professor Meldon Hollis, are
essential to any major political race.
"In order to even get on
the ballot, you have to be
registered with a staff in each
state," said Hollis. "When
the primaries start, her name
might not even be on the ballot."
If elected, Braun hopes to
centralize education in the
federal government by and
rescind national testing standards. She also plans to
extend health care to those
who need it by instituting a
"single-payer" system that
has been applauded by
Democrats and even some
Republicans. Braun also
wants to repeal the controversial Patriot Act passed
after 9/11 and regarded by
many as an unnecessary invasion of America's privacy.
Even with a small percentage of the vote however,
Braun would achieve her goal
toward breaking the gender
barrier.
"To elect a woman as

fund mismanagement. Her
shining moment was her fight
in 1993 against Jesse Helms'
bill for a Confederate flag
patent. Her arguments led
the Senate to vote against the
measure.
Braun however
again faced heavy criticism
for a trip in 1996 to Nigeria in
which she met with then-dictator Sani Abacha.
She lost her Senate seat
in 1998 by a mere three percentage points.
After her Senate term,
Braun was appointed by
President Clinton as ambassador to New Zealand. She
also started a consulting firm
and taught law at Morris
Brown College.
see CAROL page A 7

Family Fights Over Woman's Right to Die
Woman has been comatose since 1990, husband claims she would want to die
By N aeesa Aziz
Hilltop Staff Writer
Breathing, blinking and alive, 39year-old Terri Schiavo is incoherently
in the middle of a nasty battle over
her right to die. While the courts and
her family say she should live, Terri's
husband pleads for her death. Aside
from the heated family dispute, her
situation has spawned political and
ethical debates as well as the naming
of her own law regarding patients in
similar conditions.
In 1990, Schiavo collapsed in her
home from a potassium deficiency
that stopped her heart and left her
with severe brain damage. She hasn't
been coherent since the attack and is
being kept alive through the function
of a feeding tube.
"Without the technology she
would have died a long time ago,"
senior biology major Tai Donovan
said. "Taking away a feeding tube is
comparable to taking away air, so if
one can be right then what's wrong

was expected to die within the next
with the other?"
As passionately as the family is two weeks.
However, Michael's victory for
fighting to keep Schiavo alive, her
husband Michael is fighting for her to was soon reversed. Five days later,
die. Michael Schiavo has been strug- Florida Gov. Jeb Bush ordered the
gling with Terri's parents for almost return of Terri's feeding tube. A move
that
outfive years now, as
raged many
he first argued his
as Terri had
case in 1998.
' ' She can be kept alive
already been
Arguing that Terri
indefinitely on life
without food
is in an 'irrefor several
support, but site's not really
versible vegetative
days.
alive. It's almost a
state,'
Michael
"She can
Schiavo
argues
mockery of life. ' '
be kept alive
that his wife would
indefinitely
have wanted to die
-Alan Evans, on life supand
Michael's
sophomore biology major port,
but
wish was almost
she's
not
granted.
"I think she's suffering at this really alive. It's almost a mockery of
point, since it has been years since life," said sophomore biology major
the accident," said junior biology Alan Evans. "The husband should
major Danielle Doyle. "Maybe the have the final decision."
Despite
setbacks,
Michael
family should be strong enough to let
Schiavo hasn't given up the fight. In
her go."
On Oct. 15, Terri's feeding tube addition to Terri's immediate conwas removed by court order and she cerns, Michael's new resolve now lies

in having the bill used to restore
Terri's feeding tube (Terri's Law)
declared unconstitutional.
Blown into a full scale political
debate, critics blame Gov. Jeb Bush
and other politicians for turning the
fate of Terri Schiavo into a political
symbol being used to win public
approval and satiate personal goals
and interests. Described by one critic
as 'just another photo-op,' many
believe that the support behind Terri
is simply fabricated hype.
Prayer vigils and websites alike
bear Terri's name these days, but
whether the press and pnlitical arenas will soon forget her isn't certain.
Her family, friends and husband will
continue to remember her past and
wish for her future comfort, dead or
alive.
"I really do hope we've done the
right thing. I keep thinking, what if
Terri didn't want this to happen at
all,'' Florida Senate president James
King said. "May God have mercy on
all of us."

I

, Iran Agrees to Sign Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
By Kaneicia Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
A step toward nuclear peace was
recently made by Iran, Iraq's neighboring country.
Iran has agreed to sign the additional protocol of the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT), and they
also agreed to cooperate with the
International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA).
The IAEA had given Iran a deadline of Oct. 31 to provide evidence that
it was not trying to build nuclear
weapons with its uranium enrichment
program. Signing the treaty gives the
U.N. permission to extensively search
Iran's nuclear facilities .
Iran has also decided to suspend
its nuclear program, to further show
their intentio'ns of peace.
Hassan Rohani, Iran's head of
National Security Council spoke to
Reuters about reports of Iran's decision to comply.
"We voluntarily chose to do it," he
said. "It [the suspension] could last

one day, one year, it
depends on us. As long
as Iran thinks the suspension is beneficial
for us it will continue,
and whenever we don't
want it, we will end it."
Iran's
decision
could not have come at
a better time for the
European
Union
Foreign Ministers, who
have vigorously tried
to defuse Iran's alleged
nuclear program. The
ministers recognize
photo courtesy associated press
Iran's rights to peace- International Atomic Energy Agency Director Dr. Mohamed
ful use of nuclear ener- EIBaradei commended Iran for ag reeing to sign the non-prolifgy, but with the possi- eration treaty
bility of using nuclear
power as a weapon, the
has labeled Iran as a member of the
ministers wanted to be sure that no "axis of evil." If Iran does implement
nuclear weapons were being built.
its plans, the White House states this
3
The U.S. view has been that a would be a "positive step".
nation such as Iran, with its oil
The co1npliance to sign the NPT
reserves, has no need for nuclear reac- and cooperate with the IAEA is indeed
tors, even for civilian programs. In a positive step towards nuclear peace.
particular, the Bush administration French Foreign Minister Dominique
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de Villepin feels Iran's decision to
cooperate is a great stride toward
peace.
"This is, we hope, a promising
start in which everyone has to play
their part," he stated.
On the other hand, U.K. Foreign
Minister Jack straw feels that Iran
needs to do more than talk about
complying before everything can b e at
ease.
"The proof of the value of today
will depend not just on the words of
the communique ... but above all on
the implementation of what has been
agreed," he said.
Junior human development
major, Lindell Cooks, believes I ran's
move is a great way to keep the peace
between nations.
"Anything that helps the peace
process is great," Cooks native said.
"Iran's move definitely helps keep
peace in the world community."
Junior finance maj or Taneka
Willian1s believes the opposite.
"Letting the U.N. come in to inspect
See IRAN page A 7
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Man Denied Service in 'Whites Only' Barb.ershop
By Kaneicia Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer
A middle-aged man walks
into a barbershop to get a
haircut. The man greets the
barber, tells him he would
like "a little of the top" and
asks how soon he can expect
to be called. The barber
kindly tells him no one in
shop will cut his hair because
he is a man of color. He is
black.
Most people would not
find this scenario surprising
if it happened forty years
ago. But the year is 2003 and
incidences like this continue
to occur in South Africa,
where, for example, Jody
Kollapen went into a barbershop for a haircut.
However, Kollapen is not
an ordinary customer. He is
the chairman for the South
African
Human
Rights
Commission (SAHRC). He
was following up on a compliant from a black man that
was denied service at the
same shop. Kollapen went to

investigate, and also was
denied service, based on
their "whites only" policy.
South Africa has been
fighting and striving for
peace for years. Finally in
2000, the Equality Act was
passed, prohibiting unfair
discrimination
on
the
grounds of gender, ethnicity,
age, conscience and belief
(S.A.
constitution).
According to the BBC,
if person(s) are found
guilty of unfair discrimination, a person
can face penalties
ranging from apologies to payment of
damages.
Kollapen's actions
were commended by
Dene Smuts, a human
rights spokesperson
for The Democratic
Alliance.
"By acting as a complainant and lodging a case
with the Equality Court in
Pretoria, Kollapen was performing a splendid public
service," said Smuts. She

also said the courts can make opportunities in the black
recommendations for revoca- community, hence the start
tion of licenses, issue of an enclave."
Mia Williams shared the
restraining orders, and defer
matters to the proper author- same belief.
"I think it's sad that even
ities for criminal prosecutoday people are still distion.
Mixed reactions plagued crilninated against," said the
Howard University students junior pre-pharmacy stuin regards to the case. dent, "especially in Africa!"
Kollapen said he was very
Antijuan Jackson, a senior
finance major, feels that this disappointed to finds that
racism was still
being practices in
South Africa 10
' ' Being born after the
years after the fall
civil rights movement,
of the apartheid
regime, and so was
[students often] only
Political
Science
think about that type of
graduate student
racism in history books.''
Dennis Rogers. "It
-Matt Williams, sounds like a legacy
of apartheid to me."
psychology /mass communications major
Brian I. White,
a freshman print
could strengthen black entre- journalism major, feels that
preneurship and black busi- even though the regime was
ness. "I think it's horrible broken, the fight is not over.
"This shows that we as
that racial injustice still
exists in the 21st century," he humans have a long way to go
said. "But that unfortunate before we reach racial equaliinjustice should increase ty," he said. "You wouldn't

expect
something like that to
happen in Africa,
because it's the
motherland."
Smuts further went to say
that the move
should introduce
people to the
Equality court.
"Coverage of this
case should help
PHOTO COURTESY BBCNEWS.C0\1
publicize
the Jody Kollapen, South African Human
remedies avail- Rights Commission Chairman, was
able to members denied a haircut based on his skin color.
of the public who
suffer
racial
Matt Williams, a senior
humiliation," she said.
exchange student from the
Christina Dixon, a sopho- University of Berkeley,
more physician assistant agrees. "The whole thing's a
major, feels that the publicity trip,"
said
the
of this case should serve as a psychology/mass communistepping-stone for racial . cations major. "We don't
equality.
think about overt racism still
"This case is a great existing. Being born after the
stride for people of color," civil rights movement, you
she said. "Since Africa is the only think about that type of
mother country for blacks, it racism in history books. I'm
should lead the way for racial glad that they have taken the
equality, and this case should case to court, and I wish
set the precedent for it."
them the best of luck."

The Price ol
Rwanda Holds First Democratic Elections
a Terrorist
C
By Shari Logan
Contributing Writer

Rwanda recently completed a
three-part election for president,
members of parliament, and
women representatives.
This election marks the first
time that the people of Rwanda
have been able to exercise the
right to vote since the 1994 genocide, in which nearly one million
people lost their lives.
Incumbent Paul Kagame,
who assumed the role of president in April of 2000 was elected
to the same office on Aug. 26
after winning 94 percent of the
vote. In this historic election for
Rwanda the voter turnout was 96
percent, causing many to question the overwhelming amount of
support that Kagame and his
Rwanda Patriotic Front (RPF)
party received.
African Studies Professor
Jabez A. Langley said, "In
Rwanda, the incumbent party has
control of all the media outlets,
such as the radio and television.
As a result, the voters were not
equally exposed to the campaigns
of both the opposition party and
the incumbent."
George Aduhene, senior
political science major, agrees.
"The political system in
Africa is manipulating and it promotes favoritism, so the people

are unable to make
informed
decisions,"
Aduhene said.
The European Union
Observer noted "there
had been signs of fraud
and irregularities in
some areas during the
poll." There are even
reports from citizens
that reside in the hometown of the opposition
leader
Faustin
PHOTO COURTESY BBCNEWS.COM
Twagiramungu who said
they had no other choice Paul Kagame was elected president in
Rwanda's first democratic elections
but to vote for Kagame.
One man told a since the 1994 genocide
reporter, "When I voted
for Twagiramungu, an official International Relations said, "As
grabbed the ballot and told me a whole, African leaders tend to
not to waste his time and vote be self absorbed. They need to
again. When I voted again for start addressing the problems
that affect the impoverished,
Kagame they accepted it."
In contrast, a South African since they make up a majority of
Observer mission concluded that the population."
Dr. Alem Hailu, a Professor
the elections had been free and
of African Studies added, "This
fair.
In his inauguration address election is one small step that
Kagame responded to the fraud serves as a basis for future of
allegations with this statement, Rwanda. However he hopes that
"There are those who have been when the next elections come
saying that some things were not around that both the Tutsis and
right in the recent elections. Hutus have a candidate repreHowever, Rwandans say that senting them."
Kagame, a Tutsi, has been a
nothing is perfect throughout the
leading political figure in Rwanda
world."
Graduate student Lorie since 1990. Kagame, a native of
Jackson, a political science major Rwanda, moved to Uganda as a
with
a
concentration
1n child with his family as anti-Tutsi
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violence increased in his home
country. While in Uganda, he
joined Yoweri Museveni's
National Resistance Army
(NRA) in 1979, and then in 1986
he became the head of NRA
intelligence. However his desire
to return home heightened and
with his friend, Fred Rwigyema
they established the RPF.
This year, after the president's poll, the RPF party went
on to claim 73 percent of the
seats in the country's first
multi-party elections. The other
parties include the Social
Democratic Party who came second with 12.31 percent of the
votes, and the Liberal Party got
10.56 percent. It was reported by
BBC that both the SDP and the
Liberal Party supported Mr.
Kagame in the presidential election and correspondents say their
policies mirror those of the RPF.
Meldon Hollis, a Political
Science Professor said, "The
Rwanda elections are a fair representation of the real Democratic
process. They had a number of
parties running for office, while
in the United States election after
election voters usually have two
choices-Democrat
or
Republican."
However, he went on to say
that since Rwanda is new to this
democratic system, they should
See RWANDA page A9

Carol Mosely-Braun
ing to Hollis.
"I would much rather see her
president would remove one of the
last remaining barriers to partici- run than not run," he said.
However, he also noted the
pation in government by women.
When that objective is achieved, possibility of her being offered a
our country will have reached the cabinet position under the
goal of our nation's founding Democrat who is elected.
In the end, Braun would come
vision," said Braun.
Even if she does lose, this his- out a winner, as well as have a
toric campaign can provide more place in the history books.
"political leverage" for African
Americans and can be an "important political instrument" accord-
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Iran agrees to sign NPT
IRAN fromA6

could lead to disaster," said the
Houston native, fearing it could
lead up to a retaliation of some
sort. "I really think [the U.N.]
should leave Iran alone, and Iran
should not let them come in to
inspect. People should be able to
do what they want in their own
land."
Nieisha Deed, a junior accounting major, seemed to find a median
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between the two. "I think the signing of the treaty will be a good way
to keep peace," she said. "If they
denied the U.N. inspection rights
of their facilities, action may be
taken. I think Iran's compliance to
letting them come in is a great way
to ensure peace, sort of the lesser
of the two evils."

ontrary to popular
belief, terrorism
isn't a new phenomenon sprung out of
the Middle East.
America and the
world have been making
and branding terrorists
well before their effects
reached our soil. The
reality of terrorism's existence isn't refutable;
however the classification of, and more importantly the punishment of a terrorist is where the
lines begin to blur.
Recent events have sparked debates about
how terrorists should be held responsible for their
actions.
And when entire nations are labeled 'terrorist
states,' how and by what means can they ever get
rid of the title?
Oddly enough, money does the trick every
time.
Libya is currently tangled in a nasty dispute
between itself and the French family members of
victims involved in a crash Libya has been accused
of causing. It was a supposed act of terrorism.
Despite Libya's resignation to not take
responsibility for the crash, this incident coupled
with others of the sort has given Libya a negative
reputation. Desperately in need of a break from
the sanctions they've been under for years, Libya
is paying the families of the victims in order to win
France's vote for a lift of the sanctions.
Sounds simple enough, but due to the precedent set by Libya's previous settlement with
America, the French have angrily rejected the $1
million per family (a quarter of the American settlement) and threaten to use its UN veto power to
block Libya's bid for the lift of the sanctions. But a
question arises: if Libya was terrorist before,
won't it continue to be terrorist after the sanctions
are lifted?
In addition, Libya has announced that if the
French want anything over the $1 million, they
need something in return. It seems like a bold
move from a country forced into poverty by sanctions, which will continue if they fail to please the
French. However, in exchange for extra money for
the families, Libya wants monetary compensation
for three Libyan pilots killed in the 198o's by the
French ar~y.
Already in an economic bind with almost
nothing to lose, Libya has simply asked for exactly what France wants: compensation from those
who have wronged them.
Again the world has punished another group
of innocent people for the rash and cruel actions
of its governing power.
While we punish these people, why do we call
it terrorism when it is others who wish to punish
us?
There are many people of varying nationalities who believe the U.S.-led war in Iraq, in addition to other U.S. foreign policy, is completely
unfair and unjust. And as we all witnessed, some
of these people who have disagreed with government's policies have acted out on their feelings of
discontent, killing thousands of Americans.
The price of terrorism seems to be pretty high. ·
Understandably, the families of the victims want
and deserve compensation for their loss, but dragging out an affair that has been at issue since 1989
is hardly reasonable.

A7
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Town Hall ;Meeting
HALL fromA1

parents are here. I might as
well have stayed at home."
Gibbs said even if a couple of people feel inconvenienced, his responsibility
still lies with the safety of students
as
a
whole.
Additionally, it is hard for
him to meet his duty if students are not even handling
their own duties.
"A lot of the time the people who are sneaking people
in, propping open doors, you
register, you live in the
dorm," said Gibbs. "But you
turn a deaf ear to a lot of the
stuff that's happening. The
longer students sneak in, the
further I'm going to prevent
visitation." Gibbs said if
there were less infractions in
the Towers implementing a
looser visitation policies
would be possible.
Despite Gibbs' plea for
cooperation, junior finance
major Sara Wright still does
not understand the purpose
of the current system.
"Since the beginning of
the 'signature campaign'
Howard has reiterated the
importance of this measure,
however there isn't a security
guard posted at the Howard
Plaza Towers until about 4
pm," Wright said. "All morning and early afternoon individuals could come and go as
they please and that counteracts what it is that Howard
professes is so important."
Apparently, a lack of

A8

security personnel is not students'
only
concern.
Sophomore finance major
Jullian Giles is more disturbed by the lack of security
hardware.
"Each dorm should have
some type of monitoring system like the iLab so that they
can watch out for certain
unsafe situations," Giles said.
"Simply fixing doors, like the
one in Meridian Hill Hall,
would fix a lot of problems."
Though the signature system has its faults, Gibbs
ensured everyone that it is
only temporary. Signatures
will be discontinued when
Residence Life rolls out new
advances in security. The list
of improvements includes
stickers, Bison Watch, and
possible ID scanners.
. The stickers serve as
additional identification and
would be placed on students'
Capstone Cards to indicate
which dorm they live in while
Bison Watch is a residence
hall version of Neighborhood
Watch where student volunteers patrol the halls after visitation hours. The new technology that Residence Life
has in mind for Howard dormitories is similiar to computer scanners used by the
iLab. The scanners would
detect whether a student is
lives in the dorm coupled with
their picture.

Second Howard Undergrad Dies in October
MOURN from A 1

was a heart attack, not her disease. However, further investigation of the autopsy is still
underway and could reveal
more information about the
cause of death.
Johnson was set to receive
her diploma in December.
"She wasn't a procrastinator in terms of her school
work," senior architecture
major Diedre Robinson said.
"It was her goal to graduate
one semester early. She was
just a few weeks away."
Johnson's West Towers
suitemate Miya Thomas was
the first to realize something
was wrong, but claims
,Johnson hadn't voiced complaints until Friday.
"I came to the room in
between classes and discovered a really strong stench,"
the junior human development
major said. According to
Thomas, there were feces on
the floor of the bathroom and
Johnson's bedroom.
"I was confused and didn't
know what was going on. I
wanted to find out, but she was
weary so her answers weren't
clear and concise," she said.
Thomas
instructed
Johnson to nod or shake her
head yes or no.
"I asked her when the last
time she ate was and if she had
taken H:er medication. She said
no."
Shortly after, Thomas
turned to Student Assistant
Terry Burdette for help, who

called the police.
Arriving at the hospital
around 2:30 p.m., doctors
worked diligently towards
Johnson's recovery according
to Thomas, who was the only
person with Johnson at the
hospital.
"I was there the whole time
interacting with her," she said.
"She was extremely dehydrated. The doctors tried to get liquids in her body but it wasn't
working fast enough. Once
they realized her temperature
wasn't going down, they took
her into the trauma room."
Johnson underwent blood
tests while in the trauma unit
in an attempt for doctors to
determine the source of her illness.
"They were constantly
working on her," Thomas said.
"People were in and out of the
room all the time."
Thomas was not able to
remain in the room with
Johnson while she was being
treated. Thomas received word
around 7:30 p.m. that Johnson
had passed away. Thomas
managed to keep her composure.
"! was kind of just blank,"
she said. "I wasn't hysterical. I
didn't cry until I got home. It
was almost not real to me.
Once we got to the hospital I
was setting myself up for the
worst, but I really wasn't
expecting this. As far as I
knew, everything was going to
be ok."
Thomas is dealing with the
loss of her friend one day at a

The Hilltop

time, as are others who knew
Johnson.
"I was shocked," Robinson
said. "It didn't hit me until 10
minutes later, but I'm dealing
with it as best as I can."
Robinson finds focusing
on positive aspects of
Johnson's life to be an effective
coping strategy and says her
relationship with Johnson was
"a true friendship."
"The thing I really liked
about Tavare is that she always
tried to be there for you," she
said. "She was truly supportive
of you if something good happened for you."
Robinson recalls Johnson
being healthy and in cheery the
last time they spoke on the
Wednesday before her death.
"She had just come back
from New York from participating in a lupus walk,"
Robinson said. According to
Robinson, Johnson went home
the Thursday before her death
to attend the walk as well as
spend time with family and
returned to school six days
later. ·
"She was happy about how
things were going. She was
doing pretty well at the time.
That's why it is believed it had
nothing to do with lupus,"
Robinson said.
However, Johnson was a
relentless advocate of lupus
awareness
according
to
Olupona, and he admired her
courage through her battle
with the disease.
"She didn't let lupus stop
her," he said. "She wanted peo-

ple to know about lupus and
learn that it affects people. She
wanted people to do things to
find its cure or its cause."
Olupona categorizes his
association with Johnson as a
big brother/little sister relationship and feels lucky to
have been her friend.
"I got to know her really
well," he said. "If you were a
close friend she'd do anything
for you. She always checked up
on people and wanted to make
sure everyone was ok."
Robinson agrees and stated that Johnson was always
available to offer a shoulder to
cry
on.
Consequently,
Robinson
believes
that
Johnson would want mourners
to carry on about their lives.
"If she could tell us anything, she'd tell us to press on,"
Robinson said.
The Johnson family is
scheduling a memorial service
in Brooklyn on Sunday but
intend to have the funeral in
Jamaica. Additionally, Howard
students are planning a memorial service on campus and
hope to have it next week as
well.
Whether it's her dimples
smile, her positive spirit or the
very sounds of her voice and
laughter, Tavare Johnson will
be forever missed, but always
remembered, by her friends at
Howard University.
Said
Olupona, "She was just a great
person."
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RWANDA from A7

continue to have a strong
authoritarian rule at for the
next six to seven years.
Lastly the election of
male senators to the upper
house and female representatives to the lower house took
place a little under three
weeks ago. With that election
Rwanda became the only
country to have such a high
percentage of women representatives.
"The success of women in
politics in the Nordic countries, for example, has long
been attributed to a culture
which fundamentally values
the equality of women in all
sectors of society," said
Anders Johnsson, secretary
general for the InterParliamentary Union.
Now in 2003, Kagame
has become the president in
the new Democratic country
of Rwanda. Paul Kagame will
spend the next seven years of
his term trying to fulfill his
platform promises of national
unity, boosting economic
growth, strengthening governance and delivering justice.

- - ___ _

MOCK from At

STAIN from A 1

The award is only given to the
top attorneys of the competition.
Saba's all-around performance also earned him the
Outstanding Witness Award.
"This was our first tournament this year and I think that it
was a very wonderful way to start
the year," Saba said. "Initially
when I went I wasn't sure how I
would perform. In the end it was a
nice surprise that I won those
awards."
Each member of the squad
was nominated at least once for
the awards.
Fonner Howard University
Student Association President
Cornell Wtlliamson said that he
was proud of the Mock Trial
Team's successes.
"I think that the tournament
in Miami is a great start to our
Mock Trial season," said
Williamson. "We've been working
hard this semester and it's paid
off."
He added that he hoped the
team's high achievements will
continue throughout the rest of
the year.
The team's next competition
is scheduled for November 14th
-isth in Nashville, Tennessee.

Regardless of the exact
feelings of students after
v1ew1ng the provocative
film, all students had been
opened to a new world, one
not often depicted in contemporary films . The film
touched on various issues
including race relations,
abused women and old men
and young women relationships tb bring about a complex plot for the movie,
which is based on the book
of t he same title by Phillip
Broth.
"I enjoyed the film. It
dealt with a lot of issues of
race within the black community. It made me think
about issues of shade and
how it affects the black community, now and 1n the
194o's," freshman human
development maJor Katie
Whitworth said.
Following the movie's
conclusion, a panel came to
the stage that included
Anna Deavere Smith, an
actress who portrays Silk's
mother in the film and sociology and African American
studies professors from
Howard. Each of the profes-

be a good or bad thing."
Others t'eel that Howard
has long been known as an
activist school and the ranking
will have little influence on the
University's legacy. Still, they
agree that more could be done
to boost How;ird's activist status.
"We should always aim for
number one," freshman political science major Jeanie
Fougere said. "Number four is

ACTIVIST from A 1

said. "It doesn't have an
impact on my education."
Knox looks to the possibility of Howard being viewed as
a school of trouble-makers
because of its proactive tendencies.
"People will be more
aware of Howard itself and the
Howard name will get out
more," he said. "It could either

pretty good, but what we're
doing we should do more of
because obviously it's working."
Frazier attributes informative speakers and students'
relentless dedication to political awareness and human
rights for Howard's longstanding reputation of being a
school of activists. She credits
campus organizations such as
Amnesty International and

sionals gave their op1n1ons
on the film according to
their particular expertise.
Smith said the 1novie
was made to inform as well
as entertain.
"As actors we are in fiction for the purpose of illuminating truth," she said.
"Today in society there is
another type of passing as
we confuse capitalism with
democracy and forget where
we came from ."
· While many students
left following the end of the
nearly two-hour film, others
stayed to hear the panelists
speak and ask questions of
someone who was in the
film as well as others who
had studied the dynamics of
race.
"The panelists were
somewhat rude, but they
were effective in relaying
their different opinions and
keeping the discussion
going," freshman biology
major Markeetious Fisher
said.

students who take advantage
of working for the White
House and senators on Capitol
Hill.
"We're in the nation's capital," Fraizer noted. "You have
to be politically aware when
something's not right. It'd be
ridiculous for us not to be."

Howard . Happenings
'

'

Friday, October 31 ·
Nepad & the Diaspora
Dr. Cheikh Tidiane, Senior Minister of Foreign Affairs will
· lecture on Afro-Latino and '.African-American
relations.
..
Ralph .Bunche International Affairs Center-Main forum
2 p.m'. - 4 p.m.
. .
-

• Saturday, November 1
Skate and Shake Party
. Skate Palace
8 p.m. ·
·.,
Hosted by Alpha Chapter, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Monday, November 3- Friday, November 7
UGSA Week
•

Monday, November 3
Blackburn Center West Ballroom
UGSA Open Mic .
· 7 p.m.
Registration begins for Spring 2004 Semester
Tuesday, November 4
UnJted Methodist Bible Study
Blackburn Center Room'142
7p:m.
Wednesday, November 5
Arts and Sciences Student Council hosts "Town Hall
. Meeting"
Blackburn Center East Ballroom
7:30 p.m.
Georgia Club
General Body Meeting featuring HUSA "State of your
St&te" presentation
Blackbur'n Center Room 148
8 p:m.
Thursday, November 6 .
Haitian Student Association Meet and Greet
Blackburn Center Hilltop Lounge
6p.m .

HO\VARD UNIVERSITY

American Humanics Non Profit Leadership
Seminar Series
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Lecture/Workshop Series
Locke Hall, Room 105
7:15 P.M.

Speaker

Lecture/Workshop

Tuesday, October 28, 2003

John \Vebster, Chief of
Community Relations and
Corporate Development
DC Parks and Recreation

Building Community and
Corporate Partnerships

Tuesday, November 4, 2003

Ragan Royal
Office of Development
Howard University

Fund-Raising Techniques

Tuesday, November 18, 2003

Arvilla Payne-Jackson, Ph.D.
A,fthropology

Community Collaboration &
Needs Assessment

Tuesday, November 25, 2003

Howard Newell, Director and
CEOof RISE, Inc.

Risk Management and
Assessment

Locke Hall

1st Floor, Room 105

October 31, 2003

Earlier
Opens at 7a.m.
Saturday & Sunday

. later· "'·
Runs until 3 a. m. ·.
Friday & Saturday nights

7:15 pm .
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New Teacher Center to Open Monday
CENTER from A2

teaching laboratory, user group
meetings, online resource center and faculty lounge the center offers.
"We will have guest speakers, lectures, workshops and
private consultations for the
faculty to take part in. Since we
are in a technological era, it is
important we make use of our
resources and expose our professors, so they can use it in
classrooms," Appiah said.
CETLA will also use its
website to spotlight a professor
of the month each month, to
both acknowledge professors

who h ave gone beyond the call
of duty and also encourage the
faculty to use the center's
resources.
Although CETLA is geared
toward the development of the
University's faculty, students
also play a part. If a professor
runs into trouble after completing a technology workshop, a
student is sent to assist the professor in his or her office.
"We use student s in the
center," Appiah said. "Besides
serving as Student Assistants,
we incorporate students in various areas. We have a student
from Fine Arts who created
some of our graphics and our

webmaster is a graduate student."
Faculty members like
anthropology professor Arvilla
Jackson are looking forward to
what the center has to offer.
"A center like this has a lot
of potential for helping faculty
that want to be helped," she
said. "I would like meaningful
training, in many areas and I
hope they offer workshops in all
types of little things and also
advanced projects, in things
like Blackboard."
Students also look forward
to a center that will better prepare professors.
Senior public relations

major Keyana Williams is one
such student.
"It is a good thing to offer
advanced technology training
for teachers because education
does not stop after you earn a
degree," she said. "If teachers
are building future leaders,
they have to be aware of current
technology."
The grand opening of the
Center for Excellence in
Teaching,
Learning,
and
Assessment is Monday, Nov. 3.
The center encourages all professors to attend and continue
to come throughout the school
year.

Dr. Ruth's. Prescription
LETTER from A2

because they cannot sneak
their girlfriend or boyfriend
into the dormitories.
We have to work together
to make a positive change at
Howard. The Hilltop is here to
provide a voice to your concerns, but it is up to student
leaders, organizations, and
regular students to continue to
apply pressure on the
University to make these
changes.
When I became Campus
Editor, my goal was not to
mak<' students' lives harder,

but it was to listen to the complaints of my fellow students,
and do everything in my power
to make sure that these issues
were addressed.
After this article, my mission statement has not
changed. I will still work to give
a voice to the many complaints
that I hear daily. To those who
disagree I can only say be careful what you say, the Hilltop is
everywhere.

What do you think needs to be
changed? You can contact
Ruth L. Tisdale at tisdalecampused@yahoo.com.

Students Enraged at Release of New Board Game, Ghettopoly
GHETTOPOLY from A2

liquor in the other, was disturb-

mg.
"It insulted me as a black
man," he said Lockett believes
the stereotypes are grotesque and
detrimental to the black community. "It really hits us close to
home."
Ghettopoly, a board game
created by David T. Chang, boasts
of a ghetto where one's goal as a
"playa" is to get his whole neighborhood hooked on crack by
stealing and building crack houses. The game satirizes problems
that plague the black community:
theft, drug addiction, prostitution
and violence.
Along the board is an assortment of "ghetto" landmarks like
numerous liquor stores, Asianowned restaurants and project
high rises. Game pieces, intended

to be objects found in the "ghetto," are a crack rock, a pimp, a
prostitute and an Uzi.
Protests led by branches of
the NAACP and other community
groups have taken place earlier
this month outside Urban
Outfitters stores in Chicago and
Philadelphia, where the game
could once be purchased for

see any difference. "We cannot be
as furious if we support 'Friday.'"

The difference for some is
that Chang is an immigrant from
Taiwan. Watching rappers on
M1V was his inspiration to create
Ghettopoly, which will not stand
alone in ethnic satire. Because of
the success of his first game, he
plans to release Redneckopoly,
Hoodopoly, Thugopoly and
$29.95.
Now it is only available online Hiphopoly.
Long-term
solutions
at Ghettopoly.com and there are
more than 15,000 orders back addressed media ownership as
critical goal.
ordered until Dec. 10.
"We really have to start conLockett compared the game
to the popular movie, "Friday." In trolling our images," Lauren
the movie, rapper Ice Cube played Childress, ajunior broadcast jour"Craig," an unemployed black nalism major, said.
Valerie Colter, a junior radioman, who smokes excessive marijuana, on a typical Friday in Los television-film major, agreed, sayAngeles. He asked, "What's the ing black people need to be in the
positions of power or media gatedifference?"
Ewell, who is also a junior keepers that will simply eliminate
sociology major, said he does not the negative images of blacks.

Perhaps for some the worst
part of the matter is that ignorance is so widespread in
American society.
"This game is being sold in
communities around this nation
that may not have shining examples of African Americans who go
out and prove to them otherwise,"
Lockett said
The panel also touched on
Pimp Juice, a new energy drink
being marketed by rap artist
Nelly. The drink, which is comparable to Red Bull, is not as widely
available as Ghettopoly. It is in
trial marketing stages.
Darren Harris, who is also a
junior international business
major, was disappointed and
shocked after researching the
name of Nelly's product on the
Internet.
"I didn't believe that Nelly, a
successful black man, would actu-

ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT
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•

alJythrowfireon the flame of negative images portrayed of black
people in the media," he said,
emphasizing that pimping and
prostitution in black culture has
always been a detriment to the
black race since the 1970s
Blaxploitation movie era.
Though the discussion had
been publicized in high-traffic
areas across campus, fewer than
20
students
attended.
Competition was evident in the
windows of the School of Business
overlooking Cramton Auditorium
where hundreds of students gathered for a free preview of a new
film, "The Human Stain." Other
students followed the trail to
Drew Hall for a meeting discussing dorm problems.
"Ifthis were the '6os and '7os,
it [Ghettopoly] would not be an
issue," Ewell said "We lack one
common vision. That's the differ-

RECORDS

ence between our generation and
our parents'; they would do whatever it takes to achieve that."
Students in attendance
voiced a laundry list of reasons
why Ghettopoly and Pimp Juice
have been "accepted" by society:
ignoring history, general apathy,
lack of unity and pop culture distractions.
Harris and Ewell said that
E.B.O.N.I. will host another discussion next month and they
hope that more students will participate because the issues are so
relevant.
Lockett is confident that the
fire has been lit. "[The discussion]
was just a taste of the activism
that used to exist on Howard
University's campus and pos.51.bly
the beginning of the revival of the
training ground of cultural leaders."

,,

Ill Spring 2004 General Registration W
Monday, November 3rd - Friday, November 14th

9am - Midnight
SCHEDULE
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

CLASSIFICATION

DATE

DAY

3 rd year Law & Senior
2 nd year Law, Junior & Exchange
1st year Law, Sophomore & Unclassified
Freshman & Unclassified
Graduate
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students

November3
November4
November 5
November6
November 7
November 8
November 9
November 10
November 11
November 12
November 13
November 14

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to BISONWeb.

•:•
,

Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval of proposed
course selections before using BISONWeb (www.howard.edu).
•!• Students must meet all prerequisite requirements.

•:• Special procedures are required for all LLM students before registering (see your advisor).
•!•

Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus computer center.

•:•

First deferred payment for Spring 2004 is due December 18, 2003.
Refer to the on-line Student Reference Manual and Directory of Classes for course, classroom, and
instructor information.

♦:♦

t1f

ALTERNATE PINS REQUIRED
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
Seniors Cumulative GPA less than 2.0
Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors
GPA less than 2.0
80 credits or more w/GPA less than 2.3
Cumulative GPA less than 2.0
You must see your advisor for your alternate PIN!

School of Law
School of Education
Division of Allied Health Sciences
Division of Nursing
College of Engineerir,g Architecture & Computer Sciences
School of Business
School of Communications
College of Arts & Sciences

October 31, 2003
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What You Should Better Treatment for Alzheimer's Disease
Know About
Rastafarian ism
, ,

ALZHEIMER'S from A 4

RASTAFARIANISM from A4

patience, a virtue because the
knotty look, with my naturally curly hair took time to
accomplish," says Quellar.
Junior English major
Daniel Nunley, a California
native, first associated the .
look with white Californians
who for style or form of social
and political resistance
cleaved to the look. Now, he
too wears the dreads saying,
"for Rastafarians, it's a religion. For me it's a style. I just
wake up and miraculously,
they fall right into place."
Nunley believes being
around others who wear the
look on Howard University's
campus affirms his position
as a black man. "Black men
are supposed to have afros,
locs or something that says

'I'm black,"' Nunley said.
Sporting a Sellasi annband of red, green, and gold,
Leah Elcock, a sophomore
Spanish major, smiles as she
recalls the time when she first
got dreads.
"I was tired of all the
chemicals, perms, and expensive salon visits I encountered
in my lifetime," the Colorado
native said.
While her decisions had
nothing to do with wanting t o
convert to Rastafarianism,
Elcock says t he movement
has shaped her life.
"Upon research, I realized
how greatly the movement
influenced my decisions in
finding something easy and
healthy for my damaged
hair," she said.

50 percent of all people 85 and
older have the disease.
The number one myth about
Alzheimer's disease is that mem01y loss is a natural part of aging.
Many people consider the early

sympto1ns of Alzhei1ner's disease, especially memory loss, as
signs to be associated with old
age.
"When my grandmother
would have blackouts we just disregarded it," said sophomore
broadcast journalism major,

as many as 20 years or more from
the beginning of symptoms.
Researchers are continuing to
search for new treatments like
Namenda in efforts to improve
the quality of life for people suffering from Alzheimer's disease.

Nzingha Thompson. This state of
mind often leads to Alzhein1er's
disease not being diagnosed and
treated early enough.
According to the Alzheimer's
Association, a person living with
Alzheimer's disease will have a
life expectancy of eight years and

Can Kleptomaniacs Be Stopped?
KLEPTOMANIA from AS

According to the website
www.shopliftersalternative.org,
23 million people in the U.S. participate in thievery on-campus
through a combination of online
plagiarism, music downloading,
cable stealing and shoplifters.
v\Tith so much theft going on oncampus, the question remains: is
stealing something that can be
treated or is it a matter of ethics?
Howard University Senior
Counselor Mirta Lisso Carruthers
says that some that steal n1erit
treatment.
"It is necessary to see a psy-

chiatrist because son1e medication along with individual psychotherapy and kleptomania
group therapy n1ay be needed,''
she said "In my opinion, the combination of the three approaches
works better."
Kleptomania is not to be confused with ordinary acts of thievery. Ordinary acts of thievery,
whether intentional or impulsive,
are deliberate and provoked by
the usefulness or monetary wtlue
of the particular object.
This n1ental disorder is more
prevalent among females than
males. On average, women in
their late 30s are affected the
most. However, so1ne individuals

report symptoms of Kleptomania
as early as five-years-old
.In some cases, Prozac, an
antidepressant that boosts levels
of serotonin, has been used to
treat patients who suffer from
kleptomania.
Unlike ordinary theft, which
is common in today's society,
Kleptomania is found in less than
five percent of identified
shoplifters and diagnoses are not
made unless the following characteristics are present: increasing
sense of tension im1nediately
before committing the theft,
pleasure, gratification or relief at
the time of committing the theft.
The stealing is not committed

to express anger or vengeance
and is not in response to a delusion or hallucination. The stealing
is not accounted for by Conduct
Disorder, a Manic Episode, or
Antisocial Personality Disorder.
Whether people steal for personal gain 0r are suffering from
Kleptomania, it is important for
, students to safeguard their personal belongings at all times.
To report stolen items in your
room, you should contact your
resident or student assistant
inlmediately. For stolen items on
campus, contact Campus Police
and for crimes in progress call 911.
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When kiJs go through.Junior Achicnmtnt, it \ho""· Th~~·r·e a lot mo, c familiar'"'-i.rh economics
,u,d bwineu conctpt,. And thclr knowl~dgt- htlpt chem iuccetcl both in and oul of tht d•Mroom. Right now,

,,c need your tim~. PINsc- volunt~t1'. And let thtir ~uctt\t ht' 1our inspin11on.
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Howard University
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Announces
CHAPEL GOSPEL CHOIR
REHEARSALS
Tuesday, November 4, 2003

Tuesday, October 28, 2003

6:00pm - 8:00pm

6:04.)pm - 8:00 pm

RESTAURANT AT BLACKBURN

BLACKBURN R EADING LOUNGE

Mr. Richard Smallwood, Advisor
Grammy Award Winning Recording Artist

ALL STUDENTS ARE W ELCOME!!!
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ov. 6TH @ 6P

66

DOUBLE HEADER @ THE BURR
.
BLUE & WHITE LADY BISON GAME AND MEN'S EXHI-BITION GAME
WEAR YOUR OLD SCHOOL GEAR!! PRIZE FOR "BEST OLD SCHOOL DRESSED"!!
FREE HILLTOP AD FOR ORGANIZATION SHOWING l\lOST SCHOOL SP · IT·
{on Monday afternooni check your Ht· er:nail for details on ''ORGANIZED l\1ADNESS")

SI!

HOT DJ!! PEP BAND!! BISONETTES!!
,..(
1
MEET THE TEAMS!! CONTESTS, PRIZES, FREE RAFFLE DRA \VING! f.
STUDENTS \\'ITH "CAPSTONE CARDS" MA,, PICK UP ONE FREE TICKET
AT BLACKBllRN CENTER- 00\VNSTAIRS THURSDAY, NOV. 6, fron1 9:30 am to 6Jln1

1ll ..~ flOW ARD

C CHA1\fPIONSHI S!!

WOM

TASHA IIARRIS REPEA l'ED .L\S "M0S1' OUTSTANDING
PERFORJ\1ER''
.
TIIE 110\\ ARO 1E

III' \0 ( 0 \( II ,11( ll E

\\ l£RE 2ND - l\1I~AC' C'HAl\tJ>fONSHIPS!!

11'1{ l T REPI! TED AS'' 1 'El, ~IOST Ol'TSTA ffil1 G (~

1~'

I

Also ... to the WOl\ EN'S LAC OSSE team, which beat a Division
I . ranked' team, n·vers1ty of De a" are, (4-3) last Sunday !!
4

.... to WOMEN'S SOCCER for wins over Longwood College (3-2) and Robert
Morris College (5-1-)! !
;,
. . . nd to
N'S SO CER for their 3-2 win ove1· Atlantic Soccer Conference
foe University of Philadelpl1ia! !
NEXT WEEK- HQI\,JE FOOTBALL GA1\i1E !!

HO\V.t\.RD vs. Sot1th Carolina State
NOON~ SATl RD Y, NOV. 8 @GREENE MEMORIAL STADIUl\1
S1'lJDENTS \VITII "CAI>S'I'ONE CARDS ' l\1A\ PICK UP ONE FRF:E TICKET
AT BLACKBlJRN CENTER - DO\VNS1'AIRS

1'HURS, N0\76, front 9:30 nn1 to 6 pn1 & FRIDA\ N0\7. 7, fron1 9:30 an1 to 4 pm
(\VHILE SUPPLIES LAS1' ...... ADDITIONAi. TICKETS l\1A\' BE PlJRCHASED AT CR.-4\.MTON BOX OFFl(~E)
1

,

NO STl DENT TICKETS ON DA,,
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OrTreat:
Are Athletic Facilities a
By Bernard Murray
Sports Editor

What,
Afraid You
Might Learn
Something?
By Bernard Murray
Sports Editor

If you missed Warren
Sapp's comments on CBS' "The
NFL Today," let me bring you
upto speed:
"He (referring to LaVar
Arrington) got what he wanted
He snitched and slave master
came down ...Like I said before,
it's a slave system. Make no mistake about it, slave master say
you can't do it, don't do it.
They'll make an example out of
you."
All this after two consecutive weeks of Sapp's skipping
and shuffling pre-game antics
onto the field.
In the RCA Dome, Sapp
intentionally went through the
Colts pre-game stretching,
which led to 21-point comeback
by the Colts and a warning from
the NFL. And the following
week, the NFL's bearing down
on Sapp, accompanied with an
Arrington threat, didn't detour
Sapp.
However, he was fined
$50,000 for "intentionally"
bumping an official while avoiding the other team.
Continuing on "Sunday
Conversation" with Michael
Irving, Sapp resonated the ideas
of Paul Lawrence Dunbar's ''The
Mask We Wear' (read the
poem).
First Limbaugh, now Sapp.
Racism has"Qo'business in football because the NFL accepts all
creeds and slavery doesn't exist
in the NFL...
...the slave masters are in
theNBA
Douglass once said "sports
and merriments" are distractions and effective ways of
''keeping down the spirits of
insurrection." The diversion of,
let's say, the Lebron James phenomenon makes us forget about
what's really important.
You may not agree \Yith me
but, contrary to popular belief 1
the world is black and white, I '
am not talking race. Open y16w·
eyes and you'll see the truth:
under illusions,Jalsities and,
tricks.
''The black folks makes the
cotton and the white folks gets
the money." Now replace ''baskets" with "cotton" and we've
shifted William Wells Brown's
novel "Clotel," (the first novel by
a person of color) written in
1853, 250 years into the future.
Slavery never ended it's
been reshaped and given a new
face. On the wood -grain, plantation the overseers in their skybox watch as players produces
the new cash-crops, ticket and
merchandise sales.
Abre los ojos, it's right in
front of us. Owners and GMs get
paid millions making athletes
salaries look like pennies.
Jordan overstepped his boundaries for wanting more than just
the "athlete" status. They
exploited him for his talents,
fired him and kept the profits
and reputation he brought to the
Wizards.
This isn't black magic or
voodoo, ignore all of the glamorous sights and sounds, it's a
fai;ade.
The NBA says, "here's a few
million, don't pursue and education take the money, fame and
women." They go to the league
young, play 20 year and retire to
be a coach or commentator. A
bona.fide slavery institution,
keeping it in the NBA family;
you're there for life.
Sapp had the right analogy,
wrong sport. He's right, they'll
try and make an example of
anyone who doesn't play by the
rules. That first example might
be Kobe.

Nobody's laughing, except
the schools who come to
Howard for competition. It's
not the level of competition,
however, the Howard Athletic
Facilities are not what one
would expect of a school such
as Howard.

THEMEAC
The face of the MEAC is
changing and schools have
taken necessary steps to ensure
that their athletes have stateof-the-art facilities. Ten schools
participate in the MEAC, many
of which have recently finished
or are in the beginning stages of
constructing facilities to house
their respective teams.
The n1ove of FAMU's football team to Division I-A called
for ilnprovements to Bragg
Memorial Stadium and a multipurpose gymnasium. By 2004,
Bragg Stadium will be able to
seat 15,000 more
spectators
along with
an upgrade
to their concession
stands and
restrooms.
In conjuction with these changes, they
plan to build a six-story athletic
academic center by the beginning of 2005.
In Hampton, Virginia,
Hampton University renovated
their football stadium in 1998
with an addition of bricks to the
structure and a refurbished
press box. The field was resurfaced along with a brand new

scoreboard and a Pro Star Center. This $30 million projVideo Screen.
ect will be available to both the
In tl1e spring of 1999, the .students of DSU and the
University of Maryland Eastern 125,000 residents of Kent
Shore c;ompleted the William P. County. Ten million dollars will
Hytche Athletic Center. The come from private donations
building was named after Dr. from alumni, staff, churches,,
William P. Hytche who served individual donors, and local
as the president of UMES for businesses.
21-;./2 year before retiring in
Howard took steps to
January of 1997. The center improve Greene Stadium's

Many students don't know
about the racquet ball courts
adjacent to the
tunnel
the
football team
uses before

each
g a m e .
Though they're

..

not functional due to water
damage, students who took the
time to walk around Burr they
would see other "Bison Did You
Know." It's evident why
Howard's athletic facilities are
the butt of jokes within the
MEAC and beyond.

LOCKER ROOMS
A varsity athletic tean1
locker room has been renovated, however the general student male and female . locker
rooms are still 1959 state-of~
the-art. Plans for change are in
a more forward motion than
before. However, some student
athletes rarely use the varsity
locker rooms. Instead, these
athletes prefer to use their
coaches' offices as a more
secure place to store their personals.
The condition of the
women's locker room isn't conducive for students engaging in
athletics, physical education or
recreation. The main issue is a
sense of security.
The door at the
rear entrance continually
requires
fixing along with
t h e

( /~-~

PHOTO BY GREGORY WADSWORTH

houses an Olympic sized pool
and a NCM regulation indoor
track.
The future for Kent County
in Delaware will be improving
in the next few years with the
construction of Delaware
State's Fitness & Wellness

football, soccer, and lacrosse
field in the summer of 2001 and
the weight room in the basement of Cook Hall was revamp
in the fall 2002 tlirough the
efforts of the Bison Express.

BURR GYMNASIUM

deplorable conditions of the toilets
and shower stalls.
PHOTO BY MAYA GILLIAM
The women's locker room Is in desper- _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ate need of new showers.
See FACILITIES
page B3

Athletic FaciltiesThrough the Eyes of an Athlete
A Soccer Perspective
By Lindsey Walton
Contributing Writer
Howard University's Greene Stadium is the known
for its late night soccer grunes, afternoon lacrosse games
and Saturday football games. The students of the Mecca
pour into the stands to cheer on their friends and classmates as they compete against the nation's top athletes.

team looks ghetto because they have to use a radio in
front of a speaker," an anonymous soccer team member
said.
Teams like men and women's soccer are forced to
use two small speakers that rest on the visiting fans'
bleachers; speakers that if sitting on the side of the home
crowd, won't even signal when to stand for the national
anthem. They're forced to use this second hand system
because the proper operating personnel can't be afforded for those gan1es. Another soccer team member
added, "How can they put all the sports on one field and

However, rnir-:--:-- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - , then be selecGreene is in dire •, : ~•
tive about who
need of improvecan use what?"
ment.
When first
In the past
visiting
the
and also currentantiquated athly, the athletic
[
letic facilities,
department uses
the
general
Greene Stadium
population or
to play football,
=--cc~_
e 4T
--::1>-, , S:
student-at hmen's
soccer,
~.1i,--,
letes notice that
women's soccer
-..~i~,;;.:.;:(
G r e e n e
and
lacrosse
~~~~
Stadium, a so1
1
games. The afore'
called Division I
mentioned sports
f a c i 1i t y ,
also• lSe the stadi- ~ - - • • •
reminds them
u1u for practice
of their high
PHOTO BY GREGORY WADSWORTH
along with 0ther The combination of athletes and students contribute to the lack of school stadium.
sports like basket- cleanliness in Greene Stadium.
To a prospective
ball during its fall
student, it may
conditioning while other Division I facilities have sepa- produce a negative attitude. It is an unfortunate situation
rate practice fields. In addition to university athletic but the truth of the matter is prospective students often
programs, academic fitness classes, as well as intramural assume the academic quality is the same caliber as the
sports have access to the field. Public access, not only to athletics. In tum, this negativity can be transferred to the
students, but DC residents, may leave Greene Stadiun1 opinion of the academic standards of the university.
vulnerable to vandalism as well.
Prospective students who visit such schools as West
"It's a stadium that's outgrown its time and it needs Virginia University assmue the school is an academically
to be upgraded and moved into the year 2003," said a competitive university because of its top-notch training
student athlete who chose to remain nameless.
facilities. This assumption overpowers the reputation
Howard replaced the artificial turf with the new and the school has a "party school" and also the school's 54.3
more popular Astroplay, which saw its first action in Fall % retention rate (i.e. the number of students who remain
of 2001. The Astroplay, comprised primarily of plastic in school from freshman to senior year and graduate). In
"grass" and small rubber pellets, are in decent condition comparison, Howard University has an overall retention
considering the abuse it receives.
rate of 84%, but students choose a school like WVU over
Greene Stadium, despite its downfalls, has a public Howard merely by looking at its athletic facilities and
announcement system that even over the sold-out reputation.
crowds of a Bison football game can be
How does Howard expect to be able to compete for
heard. However, of all the the attention of those same prospective students and stuother teams who utilize dent-athletes?
Greene, only the football
The Athletic Department, in conjuction with adminteam has access to that istration, to seriously consider a plan to rebuild Greene
system.
Stadium and possibly purchase new land to build prac"Its unfair that the tice facilities. Howard has the money and potential to be
football team gets to use the the Stanford of Historically Black Colleges and
big PA system, but the soccer Universiti~: It all about money management.
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Lines or Cracks:
A Tennis Perspective
By Voncella McIntosh
Contributing Writer

I

1,

Focus.
Bounce.
Bounce. Bounce. Bounce.
Relax muscles. Serve.
After following this
ritual, third year veteran
Jibade Thomas slams a
perfect ace down the middle.
To his opponents' dismay, the ball moving at
about 115mph hits a crack in the service box
and bounces wide onto another court, giving
him less than a fair chance to hit a solid
return.
These dirty, cracked courts, that are in
serious need of a paint job and have no lighting or storage facilities, are the daily training
ground for the Howard University Men and
Women's Tennis Teams.
It's inevitable. Like clockwork everyday
at 3:30pm both in the fall and the spring,
you'll see the Howard University Men and
Women's Tennis Team jogging warm-up laps
and stretching to prepar e for a long and
intense practice at the "lovely Banneker
See TENNIS page A3

PHOTO BY GREGORY WADSWORTH

Banneker public tennis courts contain visable cracks and folliage.
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Howard Searching For First Victory In The MEAC
By Zachary Kenworthy
Hilltop Staff Writer

The biggest disappointment for the Bison
faithful this past week was not the fact that
Howard lost 27-7 to a potent North Carolina A&T
attack, but rather, the manner in which the loss
itself occurred.
Before a frenzied Homecoming crowd of
26,685. the Aggies of NC A&T stumbled along in
the first half. The Bison controlled the clock for
18 of the 30 first half minutes and squandered
two vital opportunities to affect the scoreboard.
The most monumental drive for Howard in the
first half included 17 plays that worked its way
downfield for 83 bulldozing yards and consumed
12 grinding minutes.
"That's the type of football I'm talking
about," explained Howard Coach Ray Petty this
Wednesday just before practice, "We want to
play hard-nosed football and control the clock.
But it we don't iScore then it doesn't work."
Sadly, the drive rnded in a Vaughn Waters
missed field goal and Howard's inability to bite

the bullet saw the halftime score at 14-0 XC A&T.
Nonetheless, the loss has not put a damper
on Howard's spirits, as the progress of the team
itself is quite e\ident. Antoine Rutherford,
Howard's surprise rushing sensation of the year
has proved that he is a real force to reckon with.
He is averaging an eye-catching 92.7 yards per
game on the ground: a statistic that places him
second in the MEAC.
As he continues to impress in his firsf year,
he also leads the team in scoring as well, an
aspect of the Bison offense that has suffered for
the majority of the year.
"We are going to keep running the ball. We
have to play to our strengthst assured Petty, "We
have Jamar (Smith) back as well. Rutherford will
get most of the snaps but he won't have to be
such a workhorse anymore now that we have
another fit back."
However, the Bison have still struggled to
find the end zone For the season, Howard has
been outscored in every quart"'r except the
fourth: a fact that has highlighted the struggling
passing attack of Marcus Moreno and his young

Show Me the Rings
By Aisha Chaney
Managing Editor

On most college campuses,
it's a known fact that when any
team wins a championship, they
receive a ring, watch, or some
other type of personal award for
their accomplishments.
You see it all the time at
OiVJsion I colleges; take the
Ohio
State
Buckeyes
for
example. They
received rings
for winning last
years'
Rose
Bowl, as did the
Syracuse
0 r a n g e 111 e n
after they won
the
National
Championship
in March.
However,
that has not
been the case for
the Women's
Cross-Country
Team.
Last weekend marked the
second consecutive year the Lad}
Bison
won
the
MEAC
Championship and despite this
monumental accon1plishment,
they still haven't received their
rings for last years' title.
"In this case, it's not the institutions fault," said Head Coach,
Michael 'Merritt. "Ifs the coaches
responsibility to order the rings
for their t.:-am. ··
i\ccording to l\lerritt, all thl'
necessary paperwork has been
filled out. but they're having
problems with the company.

"I've called the guy quite a
few times, but they don't have the
professional courtesy to get back
to us," Merritt said. " Right now,
we're in the process of finding a
new company to deal with; one
that's willing to work quickly."
Assumptions are made and
information is often misconstrued whenever there's a lack of

communication.
In this instance, there seems
to have been a miscommunication between the Administration,
Athletic Department and athletes.
But now the matter is being
resolved and it happened at just
the right time.
Alicia fvlelton, a senior on the
team, said that the team had
almost given up hope.
"It's like a ioke to us now, like
·where are our rings?' It's not
really a huge deal though because
we're going to run anyway, but

By Ashle, Ross
Contributi.ng \i\ riter

Cm you n'tnt•mlx-r n1shing ho1ne from school
.1fternoon, not to do your home\,ork, but to
continue a ne\ -er~·nding ganll' of crat.:-balJ?
If you wen.•n·t blli-y pla)in~ ~~ or 21. maybe stick
ball. hand ball, manhlml. or capture the flag were
your favoritt'S. For wn1e the dodge ball garnes had to
cease when the stl'l't'tlWlts can1e on and the~ h.:-ard
their mom's ear piel'l'ing cry fron1 six block- away.
For others thdr fin;t ..Ol'C'upation" was to redin.'t1 traffic around an intense football or kickball )<?.,une in the
'
middle of tht' ~tn'\'t.
Th('S(' g.urn,'s and others an• often clwrishl'<i to
this da) when JX'Ople rcn1inL.;;ce their ch11Jh\.'()ds.
And 'belie\-e it or not. man, adults ~till play these
ganies as well as others in oqtanii.t'l.l leagues around
the countrv.
The \\'orld Adult Kickball A,-.ociation.
..
established in 1997 by a few drunk guys in an Irish Pub on
Capitol hill. now hilS approximately 4000 members
in the D.C. area alone. Si,t)· perrent of the pla~-ers m
the \\.:\KA are won1en and there are cumntl\ 156
teams. E, cry team plays an eight-game season plus
playoffs, which are highly competitiYe. The romp('titive and invigorating atmosphere the league pro\ides
has attracted indhidual.._ fron1 all over the cow1tn.
Beware, in places like California. Ohio, Xebraskn,
\-V-JSCOnsin. ~lis-_~uri. L'luisiana. and Colorado the
kickball phenomenon is especially cont.lgious.
Along \\-ith the typical adult basketball. volleyeYt'l)

Lady Bison Slaughter Bears, 3-0

Eroman
Ex-athlete

it's just the principal. Especially
for those of us who are seniors,"
Melton said.
The women's Cross-Country
team isn't the only team at
Howard that has experienced an
ordeal like this.
The Lady Bison basketball
team
won
the
MEAC
Championship two years in a row
as well (200002), and in addition to not having
their rings, their
banners still have
not been hung in
the gym.
"The banners
are here, they're
just not up yet,"
said Head Coach
Cathy
Parson.
"Now the only
issue is getting a
crew up here to
hang them up."
As far as the
ring situation,
Parson said that
initially,
the
problem was getting the sponsorship. But now
that they have that, it's just a matter of the company getting the
rings to them.
"Honestly, we're coming off
of a losing season so the rings
aren't my biggest concern right
now,'' Parson said. "My focus is
on getting my tean1 together for
the start of the season."
Merritt however, says that if
eYerything goes as planned, he
hopes to have the rings for his
team before the end of the semester.

Throwback Sports: You Know You Want to Play

addition, their 1-7 record does not bode well as a
hungry Howard side is eyeing a chance to
improve to 3-5 on the year.
·we need to fix the things that haven't been
going right for us and this is an opportunity to do
so."
Norfolk State \',ill be relying on their running
game as well as sophomore Terrell Johnson has
stacked up an impressive 468 yards on 107 carries and freshman Monte Anthony has added
224 more yards to season·s campaign.
Much like the Bison, however, it is Norfolk's
defense that has lead the charge. The dynamic
combo of junior linebackers Kevin Talley (60
solo tackles) and Ben Harges have deyastated
opposing attacks.
Nonetheless, Howard's goal will be maintaining momentum and controlling the ball: a
formula that has shown tremendous potential
throughout the season. "We can't give away
momentum like we have in the pre\ious two
games," clarified Petty, "If we can fix that then
we should be ok. ~

wide outs. His se\'en interceptions on the year
has lead to a greater reliance on the running
game and receiver Jonathan Brewer is the only
Bison \\.;th more than 20 receptions on the year
(26 for 291 yards and 2 TDs).
M\.Ye need to score.- explained Petty, "'We are
controlling the clock and the defense has been
great. but if we don't score then we can never
\,in."
Indeed, Howard's strength has been their
abilit} to stop opposing offenses.
"'Other than the Akron match-up, no team
has been able to march downfield on us ,,'\Tith regularity. Those guys are young but they have done
a fantastic job."
Defensive back Antoine Bethea ranks 12th
nationally \'\Tith 6.83 solo tackles a game and his
hungry counterparts Greg Spriggs, Vontrae
Long, Mike Sanders and Timothy Lockett should
all be relishing a chance to storm into Norfolk's
offense.
For Norfolk, a devastating 60-10 loss to
Florida A&M (a side that Howard shocked earlier this season) might be difficult to overcome. In

By Bernard Murray
Sports Editor

It used to be a department polky that athletes got
ring.5 whenever they won a
championship. On the yard
for Homecoming, a member
of the 1993 football team
showed me the h uge ring
they received and under
Coach Spencer's leadership,
the volleyball team won a
championshlp five times and
received their rings each
time. Vl'hat's the problem?
I understand it's the
Coaches responsibility and
not
the
Athletic
Department's, but I think the
issue is not being taken seriously and that's a problem. I
am no longer a member of
the track team, but I still want
my Cross-Country sisters to
get their rings. Coach Merritt
is handling it, but it would be
nice
if
the
Athletic
Department offered a hand.
Not enough people care. If
the wuversity put more time,
effort and money into athletics period, we wouldn't even
be having this discussion.
As a marketing major, I
see each team ttying their
hardest to market themselves
to the student body, with little
help from Howard. When
teams struggle for wins during the season, people turn
their back on them showing
them no love. When they do
win the championship, those
same people, I am not name
or title dropping, are the first
ones pushing their way in
front of the camera trying to
be in the picture smiling and
taking credit for the teams
\ictory. And they wonder
why they get the fro1.en
grill...you didn't put in on
this, :r.lAN.

~;i:;~~~ds and

th
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Led by Dawn Thomas' (pictured above)
eight kills, the Lady Bison defeated
Morgan State three games to none
Tuesday night in Burr Gymnasium.
Kollin Hoskins and Crystal Amadee
added seven and six kills, respectively.
The Lady Bison will look to continue
their win streak this Sunday as they take
on the Rattlers of Florida A&M at 12 noon
in the Burr.

th
ey even have te erball

DODGEBAll
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II

British bulldog, red light green light, relay racing,
ball. football, and softball leagues, there is also a heads-up, seven-up, and steal the bacon where
"'orld Dodgeball Association which has e.'\tremely among other favorites.
strict rules for its tournament play. The tournament
~1 wouldn·t play in a steal the bacon league but if
teams of the ,,.DA are
____
ID) P.E. professor were to come in and say 'we're
t'On1posed of se-. en
,.
gomg to play steal the bacon today instead of volleyplayers.
four
~ \
Q //
~· fd p~y," asserted Mayo Loving, a senior adver"dodgers·· and
~\
.,,,,,,,,
tismg rnaJor.
t h r e e
-:._ ,,.,r
"I would play that, seven up, dodge ball, all
Mfloaters."
',P._
thosegames. Youonlygettobeakidonce!~ Dani
Although
O Aikens. a junior clinical laboratory science
the objec("\
major, agreed, "Steal the bacon was one of my
tive of the
- • favorite games during childhood. I also loved
0 nukum (a game similar to volleyball) and if
game ·1s
still to be
there was a nulnun league at Howard I would
the first
definite}\ play in itteam to
De.,1er Harris, Howard University's
t.'liminate
Intramural Coordinator, mentioned ultimate
all
the
L
~
frisbee. four square, and field hockey as some of
0 p p O S I ng
0~'~ his 0\\il personal favorites.
players from
~
:\ C
·1 would love for some of these games to be
the gan1e. the
played at Howard. rm always open to suggestions",
rules greatly differen•--~~-Harris commented. A kickball league at Howard v;as
tiate from those used or, the
especially appealing to junior biology/pre-med major
playground back in the cfay.
Arna Quaye. -1 would love to play in a kickball league
\\'hen~-n1dentsatHoward Universitywereasked at H •.·:ard."
,1bout their fa\'orite "throwback sports" an assortSo \,nether you spent your afternoons doublement of re.-poIL--es arose. Depending upon where one du-:ching v.ith your mom's phone cords, hop scotch.
.i:; fron1, a nati\'e of Chicago ~ht recall "p@ - \\here tug of war. kill the ball carrier, hot peas and butter, or
a_._ a true Xew Yorker nlight recall ·skelzie" or slap freeze tag in the bad.·yard, street or playground, these
l:nxing.
memones are often priceless. ~taybe you should
Regina StC\, .:ut, a senior radio. 1'7• film major think tv.ice before you throw away those jacks, marrecalled. '"Tetherball is a big thing in California. It's on bles. tops, bottle caps and yo-yo·s. And Simon says
nen~r forget your inner child.
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Sports we used to play as a kid are coming
back with a vengeance. Adults are trying
to rekindle their childhood.
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Are Athletic Facilities a Joke?
FACILITIES from 81

WEIGHT ROOM
The machines and equipment in Cook are exclusive to
student athletes leaving the
weight rooms in Burr for the
remainder of the campus.
Ventilation is either very little
or none at all as the heat and
perspiration can be felt in the
air.
The main concerns of students are the conditions and
safety of the 1nachines.
Dominique Pender, senior
finance major gave his
thoughts about the situation of
the weight room.
"It's pretty bad. It's to the
point where I don't even go
down there. I'd ·rather spend

my money at Bally's. If the more space."
Hardy is referring to the
n1achines break, you know
training room that is barely
they'll be fixed."
Overcrowding leaves little large enough for ten athletes
space for movement and sever- and is shared by a few hundred
al machines either do not work athletes and 12 collegiate sports
or worn down to the sponge with additional tables in the
cushion and wood framing hallway for treatment.
The tower gym, which is
because of age and extended
used by intramural basketball,
use.
badminton and other PE classes, suffered from a flood that
OTHER MISCELLANIOUS
warped the floor. The reconISSUES
Aside from the weight struction was con1pleted, howrooms and locker rooms, little ever, the finished floor can be
problems add to the overall dis- easily recognized from the original because of the discolsatisfaction of the students.
"Who are they treating," oration.
Within some areas of Burr,
said a junior Economic majorwho chose to remain nameless. athletes are greeted with a
"What are they doing, treating stained carpet from the leaking
one player at a time. They need air conditioner and two mouse

traps in front of coaches and
assisant coaches doors.
In the world of sports
either you have the necessary
resources to compete or you fall
behind.
In spite of the condition of
the facilities, the HU athletic
programs have produced
numerous
championships.
Cathy
Parson,
Wo1nen's
Basketball Head Coach has
won 2 consecutive MEAC titles
and the won1en's cross country
team successfully defended
their title of a year early. This
phemonenon
can't
be
explained.
What can or should be
done to spark changes for
improvements?

Athletics van and make a trip
across town to practice at an
indoor tennis facility.
When asked about this
particular situation, teammate Kenny Brown said he
feels as though it's "inconvenient" "It takes up study time
to drive an extra half an hour
away from campus, which
means that if practice begins
at 8pn1, we don't get back
until almost 11pm."
Frustration due to a lack
of tennis facilities even
extends to people outside the
tennis team. Senior Lance
Gross, who happens to be a
member of the Howard Men's
Track and Field Team, is currently enrolled in one of the
tennis physical education

courses.
"You can barely see the
lines on the courts, and when
you serve the ball it goes
through one of the holes in
the net," explained Lance.
"Overall, the sporting facilities are just ridiculous."
Despite the many challenges presented at the
Banneker Community Center,
the tennis teams real issue is
not because the community
courts are less than stellar,
rather it's because the
Howard University Athletics
department has neglected to
provide adequate practice
facilities. For a program that
advocates support by the students, shouldn't they themselves lead by example?

A Tennis Perspective
TENNIS from 81

Sports Complex" as many
teammates jokingly call it.
Banneker is a frequently
utilized community center
located on Georgia Avenue,
which serves as a social milestone in the surrounding
Northwest community of
Washington, DC. This is all
just peachy for residents of
the area, but it poses a serious
problem for the tennis team,
as their home courts are also
deemed community property.
"I appreciate that we are
able to use the public courts,
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and it is a service to us that
they are there. But being that
we are a Division I tennis
team, we simply need better
facilities to compete at an
even higher level than we currently do," comments Elena
Branker, the women's team
captain.
Head
Coach
Larry
Strickland, who has been with
the tennis program for 19
years, is also a victim to this
unfortunate situation. In
early spring, when the snowy
weather is still underway, he
has to pile both teams into
one Howard
University
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Lady Bison Drop Road
Decision to NC State
By Edward Hill Jr.
Special to the Hilltop
Raleigh,
NC-Nort h
Carolina State scored five
first half goals and then
cruised to an easy 6-1 win
over Howard University in a
non-conference w01nen's soccer game.
The loss snapped a twogame win streak by the Bison
(4-13-0) while the Wolfpack
improved to 9-7-1.
Six different players
scored for North Carolina

State as it out-shot the visitors, 22-4, including 17-3 in
shots on goal.
Howard's lone score
came on a Dayna West unassisted goal in the 78th
minute.
Howard played its second
straight game without starting sophomore goal keeper
Lindsey Walton, who is out
with an injury.
Angel
Ughiovhe, Walton's replacement, recorded a career-high
10 saves.

Money, Mars Blackman and
Jordan hauc retired and I, his
long lost cousin, will lead the
way with the "New 23."
0idja sec, did you, did you?
James is it the shoes? My
main man proved the skeptics
wrong.
The James Debut:
42 Minutes
25 points (12 in the first half)
12-20 from the field
9 assists
6 Rebounds
4 steals
Money,j ust wait and sec
James is about to take oucr.
It's bananaz,

Holla BU\CK!!!
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Wlllfs 1111 Scariest ■1111 Yll'II Ever S111P
in a decline.
Year after year directors
and play writers devote n1uch
One, two, Freddie's coming for of there energy to make so1ne of
you, three, four, you better lock the scariest movies of all times.
the door, five, six, grab a cruci- Sometimes the movie ends up
fix, seven, eight, you better stay being more funny than scary,
up late, nine, ten, Freddie's but all of us have had that one
movie that when you take the
back again.
These are the words that ti1ne to reminisce on, it still
haYe scared a whole generation. gives you chills. This Halloween
Taken fro111 the "Nightmare on many Howard students talked
Ehn Street" series, they helped about the movies there picks
spark the horror movie genre. for the scariest 1novie of all
As Halloween is upon us, the tin1e.
Kenny White, a sophomore
strength of the genre has been

By Monique Perkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.GOOGLE.COM

Michael Meyers has consistently frightened audiences with
the "Halloween" series.

advertising major feels the horrifying unexpected events that
lead viewers to the climax are
what makes a movie scary.
"The scariest n1ovie that I
have even seen is 'The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre' " says
White. "The scariest thing
about it was that it was based
off of a true story, and also
knowing that the case is still
open scares me even more."
For most college students,
<;cary movie characters such as,
Jason,
Chucky,
Freddie
Krueger and Mike Meyers from
the "Halloween" series may all
come to mind. But students like
freshman Torri Moncrief don't
identify with said characters.
For Moncrief, the scariest
movie of all time is "Carrie."
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW GOOGLE cpM
"The thing that scared me
The trilogy of "Child's Play," starring a possesed doll
the most about it was that all of
named Chucky, continues to scare people to this day.
those kids talked about her and
"The making of 'Chucky'
did things to humiliate her and So1netimes movies scare people
in the end she killed them all," so bad, they never bother to go even scared me, so when it
says Moncrief. "This frightens see the movie's sequel, which is came out my father made me go
me because growing up and usually a standard in horror see it," recalls Loving. "After
even now I have had a problem movies. This was true for senior watching the movie I could not
Mayo even play with dolls anymore,
when it comes to making fun of advertising · major,
people. But after watching Loving, who saw "Child's Play" because in the movie Chucky
'Carrie' I bad made a promise at a young age. Since then, could be real or fake depending
to myself to stop talking about Loving has kept Chucky out of on who was around, and it gave
me the same impression that
people
for
good." his movie library and his life.

my dolls could do the same"
says
Loving.
Sophomore Catherine Peoples
acknowledges that as children,
most scary movies are effective,
but as adults it takes more to
make the heart race, which is
why she feels 'The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre" takes the
cake.
"After walking out of the
theatre everyone had sort of a
blank look on there faces as if
they were still shaken up from
the movie," says Peoples.
"There were many things that
scared me about that movie,
hell there are many things that
still scare me about that movie.
Another popular scary movie
for students is "The Exorcist"
which came out three generations ago, but still scares people
today who watch it. Sophomore
An1ber Drew remarks that after
watching "The Exorcist" she
had to sleep with a night light
on for a least a month.
Whether the night light is
still on for some students or the
television screen is glowing in
the dark, Halloween can be the
perfect time to bask in the
genre that has scared a generation.

Cafe Mawonaj: The Place to Be
By Jessica Richards
Contributing Writer

Mawonaj - (ma-wo-nazh') 1 .
To escape from slavery. 2 .
To resist oppression. (
Haitian Kreyol)
l\Iawonaj is a Haitian
Kreyol word that denotes the
process of removing oneself
from the bond of slavery it
derives from the same root as
the English word Maroon.
Mawonaj also encompassed
the everyday acts of resistance of oppressed people to
repressive circumstances.
But in Cafe :Mawonaj,
located next door to the
Howard Theater, on T Street,
guests are set free from the
moment they enter doors of
the vibrant golden-sun colored sanctuary.
Absorbing the sounds 0f
Dead Prezs' latest album
"turn off your radio," Cafe
Mawonaj is a place, to be
cOJnmunal, to build, to cipher

with one another. Brother
Suncere Akil Shakur, one of
the collective founders and
managers of Cafe Mawonaj
and member of T.R.I.B.E
(Tribal Revolutionary Ideas
for Black Emancipators),
spoke about why a place like
his is necessary.
"There are just to many
black organizations out here
that have the same mission
and purpose; to bring our
people back to Africa. And
this is a place to combine and
build on all of these goals and
missions in our struggling
African American communities, and galvanize the black
left."
Jasmine
Brown
the
founder of Cafe Mawonaj, and
also a n1ember of the
T.R.I.B.E collective, gathered
ideas along with other n1embers of the tribe to build what
he calls a "Com1nunity Cafe."
Mawonaj opened their
doors to the community this
past May. Only being open for
six months now, the cafe has

created an atmosphere for
students, activist, artist and
community members- a place
where all people
come
together to eat good food, discuss politics, watch films,
read books, listen to live
music and share experiences
with one another.
"This place could be the
beginning of a Revolution,"
said Shakur. Shakur also contributes his time to time to
another political spot in NW,
D.C. called - "Politics and
Pro's," a Jewish Cafe House
that pulls in over $1,000 a
day, and contributes to the
Jewish community. "Just
working there motivated me
even 1nore to get fvlawonaj up
and running," says Shakur.
Located next to Cafe
Mawonaj are tl1e remains of
the
infamous
"Howard
Theater," were long ago many
legends once graced the stage.
The energy fro1n the area
helps to create a special
ambiance for the cafe. The
atmosphere is one of peace,

PHOTO BY MAYA GILLIAM

Cafe Mawonaj, with it's colorful atmosphere and conscious dishes, is a wonderful place to
relax and rejuvanate.

love and community made
apparent by the light vegetarian dinner offered by the proprietor.
The cafe's regulars are of
all ages. On this day, two of
the guests are Jamyllah
Thompson and Walter Reed
both seniors at D.C.'s Cardozo
High School. It was explained
to that Mawonaj was their
"hang-out spot", a place
where they could come, talk,
read and exchange ideas in a
positive environ1nent. "The

Cafe creates a family environment, which makes, me feel at
home, unlike Starbucks,"
say's Reed.
Dedicating a significant
portion of their profits to
funding social an educational
programs, Mawonaj is making the cafe available to various activist groups such as the
Black Panther Collective
every Saturday, and the
Children's Free Film and
Breakfast Program every
Monday. The Enlightening,

an open mic ses:,ion, is also
held every Wednesday night.

If you have any questions
or suggestions about the Cafe
or want to kno·w n1ore about
using the spot for, meetings,
parties, or fundraisers call
202-332-4480 or send a fax
to
202-332-4481.
Cafe
Mawonaj is open Mon-Fri
between the hours of 8 a.m.11 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m.
- 11 p.m. and Sunday 10
a.m.- 8 p.m.

Halloween at HU: A Tradition in the Making
By Auge Thompson
Contributing Writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.GOOGLE.COM

Halloween is full of festivities for Howard students.

B4

When some people think
of infamous Howard parties,
they think Homecoming, but
in the future, Halloween can
be fall semester's second
homecoming-like party.
On many college campuses across the country,
Halloween celebrations are
the biggest events of the year.
This year, Howard students .can look forward to a
costume party in Blackburn
along with the third-annual
Residence Life Haunted
Hilltop at Cook Hall.
"Howard is definitely taking steps toward making
Halloween a big event", said
sophomore English major
Tiffany Shackelford. "The
costume party will be a great
follow-up to the Haunted
Hilltop."
The "All Hollows Eve
Masquerade Ball," Howard's
newest Halloween event, was

coordinated by junior business major Zack Wright in
conjunction with the School
of Business. Wright came up
with the idea to throw the
party, promoted the event
and secured its location.
The party is a full costume event which has many
students excited about the
opportunity to get all dressed
up.
"Ever since I was a kid, I
loved getting dressed up for
Halloween so I'm really excited that I have an excuse to go
all out this year," said junior
political
science
major
Joanne Toussaint. "Wearing a
costume lets you pretend to
be someone you're not, even
if it's just for one night."
There will be a cash prize of
$100 for the person with the
best costume.
Besides just having a
good time, the major purpose
of this party is to network
with other universities in the
area. "We promoted the party
at
Georgetown,
George

The Hilltop

Washington,
American
University, Bowie State,
Coppin State, Morgan State,
and the University of
Maryland at College Park",
said Wright. "We want to
develop
relationships
between these schools that
will benefit us all, and a party
is a good way to bring people
together."
Many Howard students
complain about the lack of
interaction between the universities in the area and are
glad to see the party was promoted at so 1nany other
schools.
"I don't see any fliers for
their events and I don't think
they are aware of many events
going on here either," said
sophomore sociology major
Halima Sykes. "It will be a
great opportunity to meet
new people and to see so1ne
new faces on campus,"
On college campuses
across the nation, the
Halloween holiday, is the holiday of the year. Some schools

throw weekend-long celebrations that include masquerade balls, blrck parties, concerts, haunted houses, and
more.
In some cases, these celebrations extend beyond campus and involve entire cities.
They appeal to more than just
college students and usually
offer events that the entire
family can enjoy like the
Haunted Hilltop, which is not
only for Howard students, but
for the entire surrounding
community.
Ohio
University
in
Athens, Ohio calls their
Halloween celebration "The
biggest thing next to Mardi
Gras," according to their
school newspaper. Aaron
McDaniel, a junior business
marketing major at OU, says
their Halloween party is the
biggest event of the year. "The
OU population is usually
about 40,000 people. That
doubles on Halloween", he
See HALLOWEEN page 85
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'Dat Boy Funny:' He Really Is
er man. " ... But you took the chance/ And
left with that man/ I bet you didn't think
that I would come smack you down, ..." he
croons off-key.
Clips of Powell's standup appearances
throughout Georgia and Florida are shown
along with clips of a typical day in his life
in Duval County, Florida. Random clips of
Powell's life are also sprinkled throughout
the DVD, including shots of him playing
Madden with friends in College Park,
Georgia, roami1.1.; the str eets of South
Beach over Memorial Day weekend, and
behind the scenes foot age of Powell and
rapper TI on the set of Tl's "Be Easy" video.
Nard Holston, a comedian who also
appeared on Tl's "24's" video, provides
sidesplitting commentary as the host of
"Boo Night" at the Upt c,wn Comedy Corner
in Atlanta. As amateur comedians co1ne to
the stage with less than funny material and
are mercilessly booed by the crowd,
Holston commences to drive the knife in
deeper by making fun of their appearances
and reactions to being booed.
Powell is at his funniest during his
standup clips. His comedy ranges from
subjects such as the aggression of Trick
Daddy's rapping, to the hard core nature of
618 nightclub in Florida, to what it would
be like if he star in porno films.
Other standout 1naterial comes from
several guests to the DVD performing at
the Uptown Comedy Corner. Memorable
comedy comes from guest comedian Big
Sean Larkins, whose most hilarious jokes
cover strippers praying before they hit the
stage, and the unattractive way tattoos will
look on women when they are elderly and
in church. Another guest comedian,
Special K, jokes about people who use
Febreeze instead of washing their clothes.
The DVD's final sketch is "Keep It
Real," a fictional game show based on
"Love Connection" in which one bachelorette goes on dates with three guys. In
this sketch, Powell stars as the t hird guy,
"Lil Duval," a thug who takes the bachelorette on a date to pick up drugs and to
give a rid e to his babies mother and two
kids.
The DVD also features guest appearances from several southern rap artists,
including TI, Ying Yang, Killer Mike, and
Lil Scrappy, all supporting Powell and
reminding the viewer that "dat boy funny."
And in this DVD, he truly is.

By Rivea Ruff
Contributing Writer
"This ain't 'gon be no Stephen
Spielberg high-budget (expletive) video,
but I will tell u this: it's 'gon be funny."
These are t he words Roland Powell
uses to introduce the combination of hilarious sketch comedy, standup and video
spoofs that comprise "Oat Boy Funny," his
first independent comedy DVD release.
Though the DVD is certainly what many
would consider to be "low-budget," the
laugh-out-loud funny material makes the
viewer disregard details such as editing
and camera quality and double over with
laughter.
Powell is perhaps best known for h is
recent appearance in Tl's "24s" video and
on BET's Comicview, in which he sang his
own lyrics to Musiq's "Sunny/Just
Friends," describing a night at the club in
which he buys a girl a drink and commences to stalk her. Powell's quick wit,
creativity, and downright silliness are
showcased in this DVD.
The DVD begins with yet another
remake of a popular song addressing this
same issue. In Powell's "Drown in a River,"
a play on Justin Timberlake's "Cry Me a
River," Powell follows a girl home and
around town, eventually 1nurdering her
after she cons him out of $14.50 in drinks
at a club one night then leaves with anoth-

Commentary
'Sex' Breathes Life

By C. Elaine Brooks
Contributing Writer
"Sex and the City" is a guaranteed 30-minute vogue runway,
but that's not why we are glued to
it week after week, watch the
reruns, and buy the DVD sets for
up to $60. So it must be the
amazing, multiple orgasn1,
"scream his name" sex the ladies
talk about in every episode.
Actually, it is the exact opposite.
Carrie Bradshaw, Miranda
Hobbes, Charlotte York, and
Samantha Jones are your best
friends. They don't sit around
talking about their unattainable
love lives, because they don't have
them. Besides Carrie's $40,000
shoe collection, little about them
is unattainable. They are four
women whose experiences cross
emotional, sexual, and racial
boundaries. Beyond that, they
cross television boundaries.
Since 1998, Sex and the City has
been like watching a 5-year
movie. But their sexy anecdotes
definitely peak our interests.
In the book "Se.x and the City:
Kiss and Tell", writer Amy Sohn
discusses the way the show's creator, Darren Star, refused to deal
with sex as an awkward topic.
"He didn't like the way net-

Halloween at HU
"Howard is known for it's
said, "They shut down the parties, so I wouldn't be surmajor street on campus and p rised if this turned into a big
there are people everywhere". thing," says McDaniel. "I
He went on to say, "It's like would come to HU for a
Mardi Gras". Aside from the Halloween party if it was big
block party, there are also enough."
Wright most certainly
concerts, countless house
parties and other school hopes his party garners a
similar reputation as OU's.
sponsored events.
"It is hard to do someSome believe the Howard
Halloween celebration has thing on campus that's never
the potential to become a been done before", said
huge event, comparable to Wright, "Student apathy is
those on other college cam- one of our biggest concerns".
\i\1i ght wants to see the maspuses.
HALLOWEEN from B4

querade ball become a
Howard t radition. "It all
depends on students' participation in the next few years",
he said, "I j ust want everyone
to come out. It's going to be
fun" .
If you still have not
bought your costume, \i\1right
suggests Party City in
Greenbelt. For a complete list
of costume shops or if you
have any questions concerning the party, you can contact
the School of Bus iness
Student Council.

Instead, she stands at her
door repeating one statement,
"You have to forgive me." She
never touches him. She is begging Aiden for his forgiveness
with her eyes, fearing he will leave
her doorway. And with that truth
that she repeats 7 times, we watch
Aiden realize its magnitude as
Carrie accepts that she has to forgive herself as well. He walks forward and embraces her, slowly
pasting their relationship back
together.
While we breathe an enormous sigh of relief, as the end of
every episode clutches some powerful emotion from us, we are
reminded of the marvel that is
"Se.x and the City."
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WEDNESDAYS ARE FOR HUil

"Enjoy anupscale urban haven

Affirm
Motions

RelCD<Sr .... ..... .................. .$30

DUDiey's

Roller Wrap ..•••....•....•.•.•..~
Fle x Rods •..............$25 & up
StrawSe1s .......•.•....$25 & up

(inc lvd•tslylo)

\ft\~/"\ J\

I\

\' \

\

Ho lrColo r.•.............$15& up
Up d o ony , tyte .........$25 & up
Wra p & Cu~ ....................$20
Tr1m .. ................................$ 10
C uts ......•.•.•..............•.•.•...$ 15
Streaks & Slyle ..•............ .$50
Treatment .... .......... ~ & up

whore nothing Is more Important than

ecC~

•• , thotime,appearance, orfeelings of our guests." \

- - --,-,

Notv rol Hoir Strow S•h EXlro

Reg...Cor Heir Culs•...•$10
Fades . ......•..•.............$12
lleords •.• ....•..... ...... •• $5
N~e Tapers .......•......$5
O vt11ne .•....................•$5
Texlur1zer wl1h c vt..•.. $35

We' re
convenienly
lo cated across
fro m
Howard
Univ e rsi ty
School o f
Business
Schedule your
App o intment
Today

• Nicole M. Cobor, Otntar (HU l.aw ium
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25 P~ORIDA AVl 1NW, 202,i88,SOUL •WWW,SOULDAY8PA,COM
1
(1
vallimfyIs llnlttod an~ 1ppo~tmtnt& aro ~rtftrm)

No Checks Ple a se

J

wants.

30% OFFALL HAIR SERVICES*

Mlzanl

Paul Mitchell

works tended to handle adult sexuality: in a wink-wink, nudgenudge style, euphemistic and
adolescent," Sohn says in her
book. "I11Stead he wanted to create a true adult comedy in which
the sex could be handled in an
upfront and honest way." And
what followed has become
endemic to our society.
The show can be easily criticized on the surface for its blunt
sexual narrations, but that is also
its charm. We tune in to get an
objective view of situations that
affect us every day, both in sexual
and platonic relationships. Oh,
and please believe the opinions
are objective; There is a tendency
to accuse television of inaccurately representing people and subject matter because their goal is
entertainment. However, "Sex
and the City's" writers, directors,
producers and actors base the
material on real events and experiences in their own lives, which
personifies why we absorb every
word. Our four girls really are
human.
In "Sex and the City's"
six seasons, the themes and
development of each character
have been a major component of
its success. They talk, they disagree, they laugh (at one another
and themselves), and they fight

loudly and honestly. Remember
when Carrie called Miranda judgmental for discouraging her to
have lunch with Big after his
divorce from Natasha? They
yelled, threw insults, then
Miranda stormed out of the boutique. Case and point: They tell
the truth.
We know Carrie could end
up hurt, and judginental or not,
Miranda is a good friend to tell
her the truth. They also cry and
we understand each moment of
each emotion, not just because we
relate, but because we know
them. They've tackled anal sex,
phone sex, baby t.tlk, marriage in
your 3o's, and alternatively,
divorce, abortion, cancer, adultery, and death. Nothing is too
outlandish and nothing is too
serious for these ladies.
So, in season 4, "Time and
Punishment," when Aiden asks
Carrie never to talk to Big again
after she has cheated on him and
she tells him she can't do that, we
gasp having expected her to lie
and promise him whatever he
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October 24, 2003
To tht· !lolhard \Jru,ersitv Family,
I wnte this letter o·,crwhelmed with emotions It has been an amanng exµcricncc to sec
my dr~ms con,c lo fiuition I app1eciate eve, yone who participated and helped
Rapture: Legend in thl' !\Inking tor all :,our suppo1t, concerns. and suggestions I am
blessed to mvc had this opportumt y and sadden that it is over.
Thank you to my incredible Homecoming Steering Committee staff an<l volunteers fo1
your undying commitment and drive Thanks to all employees and staff of the lfnivc1 sity
.:ommunity especially the Oflice of Student Life and ,\ctivities. whose support made
Rapture a legend'
II i~ mv sincere hope tha! next year's Homecoming Committee will raise the bar of
excellence even further and continue to impress Howard Lfniversity as \',,Cll a~ the
surrounding communlt)' Again, I am so grateful to have served as the ~003 Howard
Universit) Homecoming Chair

•

,

Sinci:rcly,

--

--

•

20tH llolhard I 1111, ers1ty llonh.,omi11g Chair

(202) 806 'i426

Armour J Hl.1rkh11rn Cl.'nil'r • S1111<• 109

hi, (202) 806-'i4~7

\V,1,'1i11"'10 I, DC 21)0_ <)
~----,--

----------- -

-,

-

------

----

2003 Ho1necomi11g ,vould not have been n LEGEND without your support,
confidence ;u1d hard "'ork!!!!
Pn,-s1dl!nt S\\) gcrt
Dr I ranklm Chamber<;
Dean Belinda Lightfoot \Valk.ins
Dean Bcn1ard L.Richardson
Mr \Vcndcll c:;uuon
\fr. Cl 1rk-s Jtbb
\1 N:.inob1 brams
\1r. StC\c Johnson
Mr Kcilh W.tles
Ms Lmda Ne" man
Ms Juanita Ed\\ards
Mc; Marian \Vadd) Baccum
Ms Roberta McLeod
Ms 1 ,l\cmc Frccuum
Mrs Jean Pc111
,M Carol Sbcllon
E,ent T.1sl, Force Members
M ~1arleac l\1ahone)
!\1r. R.1slu.-c111-Amdd Rooke
Ms N)laL,011S
. ,
Ms Mel\ a Jones
tvls. Dana W1lli,11ns-Johnson
!\1s. Eli1.abcth Gram
Ms Kim Banks
!\frs. Sharon Banks
Lari) Bro,\ n Jr
Cramton Aul:htonum C:rc\\
Fspcc1a)ly Dre,\. Pat J: Clll-) ftm, Shauna. '\Ve
M D~'l'u I! Saunders
Mr. Buck~ Adams
Scheduling Office• Mr Bcmard Moon,
Mrs. Fa\\ n Jennings. Nlrs Lmda Cannon
Future View- Paul Kcsari
Fandango
\Vashington C'on,cnt1011 Center-Alea Sh\Cart.
Ms. Angda Johnson
• Mr Victor l'v1ontgomcl)
F~nc Arts Dcp,11tment- Mr Stcpa\\am
Entcrpri c C'ar Dcalcrslnp- H0\\ard Locatttm
Ho\\a,rd Uni\ ~r;1t, Ta k ~ orcc
Ph)':;ical acilit1cs l'v1anagcntt:nt
Ms. Deborah Boat\\rig]1t
Parking Sei- ices- ~Ir I lorton
l\,fs. Shancl 11lomas
Ms. Zshantc' Moss
Entcrtainmcnl Po\\cr PL'l~crs
IIUllSC Volunteers
Dining Sen ices
Athl 11cs Department- Mrs. Norcll-Thomas
1\-\s PrmC.l!Ss G,1mblc
~ r. R1clwrd Oa\\ on
E,c.l)Q-Od, 10 general aJJCouutmg

\

Ms. Pearl [,dmond
Ms No1111a Houston
Accounts pa~ able
The Department or Accounts Pa),tblc
Mr Var~cnsc
Mr V..ilcntmc

l'v1s. MQhammand
l'\1r Alexander
Ms Smith
!v1r. Bonds
Mr. Ban1cs

"

lllANK VOLi!!!

'

-- ----=======--=---=::--=::-:-::---:-:-:-==:=--=--=---==-------~:.=:::...:_-=.:.=====:::.======================================
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Howard University
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
Announces
CHAPEL GOSPEL CHOIR
REHEARSALS
•
,

Tuesday, November 4, 2003

Tuesday, October 28, 2003

6:00pm - 8 :00pm

6 :00pm - 8:00 pm

RESTAURANT AT BLACKBURN

B LA.CKBURN READING LOUNGE

Mr. Richard Smallwood, Advisor
Grammy Award Winning Recording Artist

ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME ! !!

ow that the
.,,,
is over...

We are searching for the next
Chair and Treasurer
for the
Howard University Homecoming Steering Committee
-

Applications
'

are

,.

0

IL~

·IN THE OFFCIE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES - BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER,
SUITE 117

C a n you t:ake '1-loward '1-lornecorninB t:o t:fie next:
reve(???

DEADLINE:
FRIDAY NOVEIVIBER 7, 2003
APPLICATIONS IVIUST BE DROPPED OFF
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
NO LATER THAN 5:00Pl\,,f
BLACKBURN UNIVERSITY CENTER,
October 31, 2003
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COREY CUNNINGHAM
Managing Editor

CASSAUNDRA CUMBESS, Editorial & Perspectives Editor

A Matter of Life or Death Not a Political Question
When patients sit in did not want to be kept alive tle that the family has been
coma-like, vegetable states, artificially. Recently, the in. The interval between the
hooked up to life support, courts ordered to end the courts ordering to remove
there is a moral question that drawn out legal battle and Schiavo's tubes and Bush
plagues a number of families: remove the tubes.
ordering to reinstate them
is it better to let a loved one
Cased closed
right? lasted a week! This just can't
suffer in the hospital when Wrong.
be done with a human life.
they have a sli1n-to-none
The state legislature Lives are not to be tampered
chance of survival, or is it quickly passed a law giving and played with.
better to just put that loved the governor the right to
The decision on whether
one out of his or her misery? intervene, so Jeb Bush or not to keep Terri Schiavo
Her we have the timeless con- ordered the feeding tube be alive is still a difficult one;
troversial moral issue that reinstated, despite the previ- but the question is certainly
may never be resolved. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - not a political one.
But aside from each
Our View:
There is no reason for
person's moral feelthe governor, having no
ings toward the subties to the family or
ject, the key question A patient's wishes should Terri's situation, to paris: Is euthanasia lawticipate in a game of tug
fully right?
not be interpreted by the of war with this
This is the ultimate
woman's family. Here is
dilemma that faced the
government
a clear-cut example of
family
of
Terri
the government becomSchiavo. Since 1990, Schiavo ous ruling. We think that the ing too involved with the perhas been in a coma after suf- whole situation is sad and sonal lives of citizens.
fering cardiac failure and unfortunate, but it is espeIf euthanasia is to be conmassive brain damage. Her cially deplorable that the sidered unlawful, that is
parents want her to live via courts and government are something that should be in
feeding tubes, but her bus- getting involved in this effect across the board - not
band, Michael Schiavo, pro- extremely personal matter. A something that is up to the
posed that her feeding tubes decision like this is best left discretion of a governor on a
be pulled.
up to the people involved - in case-by-case basis.
To make this fragile issue this case, Terri Schiavo and
If the government is to
even worse, the courts got her family.
have a role in this situation, it
involved, making the issue a
What is more unfortunate should only be to aid terry
sort of back and forth specta- is that the judicial system Schiavo's family in keeping
cle. It took years for a court to added no solution to the situ- her best interests and wishes
hear Michael Schiavo's rally- ation. Instead, they just con- in mind.
ing cry that his wife said she tinued the back and forth bat-
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BET: Is It Blaxploitation

Maryann James
Copy Chief

BET has long served as than twenty-four inch rims, Walk of Fame" that recently
the sole representative net- the chicken head dance, and aired, honoring outstanding
work of African Americans. mastering the art of bling- black performers. We only
want to see more programSince Viacom bought the net- blingin'.
We resent the stereotypes ming geared toward the posiwork in 2000, there were
vast changes made to the that put us in boxes not tive representation of black
"Educated"
or people all around. More
weekly lineup. However, labeled
but importantly, we want to see
these changes were not "Professional,"
sources of improvement. Not "Entertainer" and "Athlete." progran1ming that reflects
only does BET lack educa- Yet, we as a people continue the multi-faceted culture of
Hip
tional or informative pro- to accept these in1ages per- African-Americans.
gramming, but it perpetuates petuated by a network that -Hop is a part of us, but it is
many of the age-old stereo- could be such a powerful far from being all of us.
When BET's founder Bob
types held about the black r ithway of change - that is,
if there was a collective Johnson tried to go public
community.
How do we feel about the desire for it to be. Yes, many and expand the network, he
received little to
fact that the premier
no support. So,
link between black
Our View:
while people comculture and those
plain about BET
who know nothing of
being "sold out," it
it is BET? Like it or
not, this network is a BET should incorporate more is because options
were sparse. Sad
key factor in shaping
positive representations of as it .may be, it is
people's perspectives
no wonder this
of our race. We
blacks
in
its
program
lineup.
network wound up
should care about the
in the h ands of
accuracy of how we
people who have
are being portrayed
of us are athletes and enter- little to no interest in the
on TV.
We understand that BET tainers, but many of us are positive representation of
is a source of entertainment, educated professionals just African Americans on televibut it also has the inherent the same. The fact that the sion.
It is our responsibility to
obligation to represent our only major black network
race in the media. The net- pigeonholes blacks as enter- become better venture capiwork could be so much more tainers and nothing more is talists. Then we can keep our
networks, our record labels,
than what it is today. Shows disheartening.
We are not out to bash and our businesses in our
like "Comic View," "106 and
Park," and "How I'm Living" BET. We only want to see it hands. When this happens,
are the archetypes of BET improve. There are certainly we can begin to combat the
programming. They may be some good shows on the net- problem of black exploitation
entertaining, but there is so work such as "BET Nightly and misrepresentation in the
much more to our people News" and the annual "BET media.
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... She Said

By Nakisha Williams
Asst. Editorials & Perspectives
Editor

Justice for
the Poetic

Here we are sitting at the
birthplace of Black Intelligentsia,
Howard University and yet most
of the students are being directed
(intellectually) in such a
fashion that only prepares us to
maintain the status quo within
American society and abroad as
we now it to be.
This is not to say that there
has always been a vanguard of
individuals from the likes of
Charles Hamilton Houston, Dr.
Nairn Akbar, Dr. Frances CressWebing, Dr. E. Franklin Frazier,
and many more who were willing
to take the road less traveled.
However, we must keep in mind
that when one decides to take
such routes, in many cases, one
will be ostracized by his or her
own people due to their not clearly understanding our sih1ation
and condition.
Blacks (African-Americans)
living in America have been experiencing domestic terrorism since
we come to these shores ranging
from police brutality to employment discrimination in all sectors
(public and private) to housing

I am...deep, ya'll deep. I
am...deep. I am deep like the
ocean, deep. I am...deep. I listened and waited for her to elaborate on this idea but she just
kept going: deep. I am...deep.
Yawn. Stretch. Here we go
again. Here was another poet
that had deemed herself profound and intense but had done
nothing to prove it.
Another one bites the dust.
I'm not a poet but I have a
great appreciation for poetry. I
was introduced to it at a young
age not just in the form of classic
greats like Maya Angelou, but
little known g~ms like my sister
as well. My sister's poetry is lyrical ear candy. When we were
younger I sat dumfounded in
sold out San Franciscan theaters
listening to the words of wisdom
that she and other spoken word
artists would drop. That was
deep, truly deep.
Maybe I've been spoiled by
the talent I had the opportunity
to hear while growing up,
because now days, I'm not feeling the glued-together, gibberish
that everyone is trying to call
poetry. Mainstream America
has caught on (sigh) and now
everyone and their mother is trying to be a poet.
The poser poet can be found
everywhere: in Metro stations;
on CDs that are shoved in your
hand as you walk down Georgia
Ave., on cheesy liquor c.ommercials, you name it. Everybody's
trying to get a piece of the capitalistic pie, and that's cool (I
mean people have to eat right?),
but if you're going to call yourself a poet and demand the
respect for supposedly being so,
I demand that you come with it
or sit in the audience with 1ne
and watch the real talent do it!
Now I'm not trying to
infringe on anyone's "creative
expression." I mean technically,
Dr. Seuss was a poet (you know:
"one fish two fish, red fish blue
fish"). I'm just tired of self-pro,claimed poets walking around
like I need to c.onsider them the
"Masters of Deepness" just
because they used a lot of big
words and catchy phrases.
Making c.onstant references
to your third eye, the African
goddess Yemaya, and the intergalactic wuverse does not make
you a poet. Nor does the rallying
cry to "free Mwnia." So you can
spit out and rearrange Webster's
Dictionary spoken word style?
Hooray you get a gold star!
In all seriousness, there are
a lot of poets out there who are
bringing it (and by the way some
of them do talk about the above
subjects). To these poets I say I
love ya'll! You're part of the reason why our generation has had
a revival in the interest of
poetry. Do your thing!
This is 1nore directed to the
wack, cliche posers trying to
jwnp on the bandwagon of spoken word success. Please stop
spitting played out formulaic
prose just because you think
we'll all clap, snap, and call you
"deep." Instead, share with us
from the soul. Don't try and c.onvince the world that you're
''keeping it real," just keep it
realistic.

Nakisha is chillin' in the
intergalactic universe right
now. Bring her back to earth
by emailing her at
n_J_williams@howard.edu

,

Black Workers
Needed

COLUMN

discrimination to public schools
that are structured in such a way
that many who stroll across the
stage are ill-equipped to pw-sue
any future aspirations or endeav,,.
ors.
With that in mind, this
should be c.onsidered a criminal
act against humanity and
hypocrisy to the highest degree.
For example, has anyone heard
wiy of the members of the
Congressional Black Caucus
protesting publicly the U.S. government regarding its policies
towards blacks consistently?
Please do not say this is due to
To paraphrase a CBS anchorblacks.
political protocol either. The sign c.onstituents?
For those that may dissent, I man, "You don't just want to have
In fact, for those that vaguely
of true leader is the one who is
challenge you to put in an FOIA an Ebony magazine life, with
assume
this
is
a
far-fetched
argu• fancy cars, fancy clothes, and a
still fighting when no cameras are
request
and
you
see
for
yourself.
around. Isn't it rather interesting ment, a report subinitted to the
By having this type of information fancy home." In essence,
that the entire CBC membership United Nations by the formerstaring in your face, one would UniYersity administrators, facul(except Barbara Lee from Clinton Administration a few
asswne that our beloved HBCU ty, staff, and students cannot c.onCalifornia) supported President years ago stated how blacks expeadministrators would issue an all tinue to live off the magnificent
Bush and his many skewed poli- rience systeinic discrimination in
out crisis alert to all its professors legacy of Howard University.
every
facet
of
American
life.
For
cies such as the USA Patriot Act,
With that being said, black
and staff alike that it is absolutely
and then they complain amongst example, almost every departnecessary to prepare all of our workers are needed in every
themselves why he still refuses to ment of the United States governyounger brothers and sisters to arena, and all walks of life before
meet with them as a group? ment has legal actions pending
defend our black people on the these changes are to come into
Whatever happened to represent- against them regarding some
fruition.
intellectual front.
ing the many c.oncerns of your form of discrimination against

I wOt,,<1.d, like,,to- ~ MY. LlMM'ew
'BCJ.j!MtA l'\£tef".WWY ~ ~ f r - . J ohr-v
Retpha.elJy r-~~ w~ ~ M \ d ,
~c;t,te,. fte,, !poke, oftlvee, oibortf»e,, wi.efh,.

ad¼- ~com+n0n0' ~ one, method,(oy
w..cJv ofthe, tfvee,,t y ~ y - ~ W W <MlJU'"Cv~ ~ M \ d , e , v ~ (V & f) M\d,
daat'wwl.U'\d,~Clt"ww (V & X).
MY. A l'ldu.ww ~~ wtOYe-thct-w 90
peYce+'lt" of till/cwort'wrwper{oy~cu-e, done,
.W- IA'\lthe,{urft'tY~ of p r - ~ , Wn.e+'\I
the,V & f M\d,V & X method4,,cve,, not" e,ve,w
~ed,,opt:~ 7,\.e/cvtu;le,tM+-\twe+'\.t° ow
to-~ tfvee,, r-~the, daat'ww m.ethot;:4,
wue,, ~ c u . 1 ~ the,''1D4t r-~'
{oy tM1,€/ WOlne+'\IW~ U>.,eyor the, U>.,ey of
£hei,+,- ~would, be,p~ L,t'\lwe,,je.opcvc½' nad,the,pr-~ be,ewc,avr-(.ed,,to-{till;
tet--wu ftOWEWeY, eve-ALL {urft'tY~ etbor-LLOY\6-' done,(oy ~ e m u ~ ?
t \ l e + ' V ~ [t:

w~~the,-e,,cve,,

lom,e, pr-o-choiceYY who-do- not" cuiv~the,

V & X pr-ocedwre- ( p r - ~ ~ o f t h e ,

lcd1v ~~ [t: w~), whu.t'J~Lfwxt"wrv
wther-e-~ ~ t h e , daat'ww M\d,e,vete«r
Clt"ww Cl/ nwre,vuible, m.ethoiiofUfe,nw~
t:ww? ()y-foy t h a t ; ~ the, ~t,OW~U'"Cvt:ww? 7,\.e/fe:tu¼- wrta:i ~ ~ e a , ,
while, IA'\lthe, womb:
A4o; [t: w~ t h a t ; ofthe, 1.'+ m.iLUo1'\I
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to-'+,000 of~~eve,,V & X p r - ~
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fycu::t:ww'? 7ruwV "fft'OlApY of ceil4;" ~ MY.
A l'ldu.ww wll.s,~{etuM¼; eve,,ali,ve,,. If Cl.+":1/
e,,q>~ Wom.a+'\I W ~ }t\e, WilL not" r-efey
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~ ~ ½ ' ~yowwue-~
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~½' Y-e+nOV~Cl/~ 7'hue,,eve,,p~~
M \ d , p w ~ ~ e{fectl-- ltwow~
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eY\,Cel cr-awtplA'\ff; ~ e , , ~ M\d,
~PCW'\-< Aruid\4- wortfy t h e , ~
~ - ~ walt ~owto-e,,q>eYlet'\,ce, r-~et;

The Sacred Plant
Tamir :Mutakabbir
I am responding in total
agreement with Shaka Shaw's
perspective on the use of marijuana in this c.ountly. It seems
like the war against marijuana is
just as ridiculous as the unsaid
rage against Islam. It is like wanting to do away with something
• ilat has much n1ore good than
bad involved with it. Does anybody know what this sacred plant
can be used for other than smoking? If you don't just let me

enlighten you just a little bit. Did
you know that paper could be
made from hemp? It fact it would
save more trees from getting cut
down and would cause less pollution to our environment. Also,
did you know that oil could come
fro1n this plant that could oil our
car engines longer than the oil we
use today.
Think of how useful that
would be with all the havoc being
made over oil in the world when
it sits right in a plant that is made
illegal. Fabric can be made from

hemp that is stronger and longer
lasting than c.otton. In fact the
uniforms
worn
in
the
Revolutionary war were made
from hemp. There are so many
other things about this plant that
are more useful to use than we
even want to know.
It seems this c.ountry's government is fighting against
son1ething and they can't even
remember the reason.
If you were to ask me, a
Black man who might read just a
little too much on uncommon
topics, there may be something
about weed that they do know
and don't want the rest of us to

Y-emOY.\€1 M\d, e,ve,w .\e,\le+'€/ depr-eM,Wt'Vet{ter- the,

WY~WYV ofthe, Ufe, once, fYOWLt'tfr IA'\!
~ Y\OW <¼ca,y-ded, like,, y ~ ~ 'y'tYCW\.<

71uwv~ WWI?' not" b e , ~ but~

Cl.+":1/ pOft-ahortum, WY\CU'om,e, ~ wilL
tiiUty~ Clt' ~ poi+-1.t' IA'\lt:i.,m.e,they wilL .\«.Y{-cu;e!.
MY- Avuier-.WWY r-~~ ~ t o - ~
the,fo.,etthcd; abort'ww ~w~ clcwned,,
13 to-15 m.iLUo1'\IA{r-t'.ca-nrA wt.e4-'"LCCU'\t lD.le¼,
w ~ wcwot,d; one,thi¥t:i of ow- p~popula.tion< ()ne, of t h e , ~ CU)OYUO'l'\I w.wpr-e,v~ ~ t h e , hladv com,n1,W'\ity w
beca,uw[t: wY - ~ cw~IA'\ltM1,€/
CVW-¼:

Pr-o-Ufe,~ eve,, not- r - ~
UM'\.Cl.t'LC¥ w ~ ~ pw-p~ wto-cortd.e+nrv
~who-~to-owor-t. ftowe,vu, Cl/ belief
that; cu.1~ ~
cve, ma.de, L,t'\lt:M,
~ ofG o w ~ow- cwi1ity to-~

~M\d,cu.1 ~ ~ o f
Ufe,~ Cl/~Clt"wwof thcd; ~
Pr-o-Ufe.r"y ~½' w~to-pr-~thcd;
ty~ - the, tyi.,dJ,v ~ the,-e,, eve, Ufe,-a{fu-mr
lt-tfr cutBYl'\CttWe¼' to-abort'LOt'l.< shot.-<ld,wt we,,
be, !1>~ow- et"\UW M\d, IA-¼~owr-ey>UYCet' to- hclp wt.Other M\d, child,?

find out. Did you know that in
ancient Africa this plant was
sacred (as I said earlier) to us?
It was used just as 1nuch as
the Native An1ericans used the
Buffalo. We all know how the
"man" got rid of the "Indians"
don't we?
The first state to make marijuana illegal was Louisiana
because tl1ey thought that it
made the white women attracted
to the Black jazz artist at that
time. It would be sad to think
that is the original reason that
weed is illegal and it was forgotten.
I simply believe that mari-

juana would be more useful to
this c.ountry if it were made legal
for more research and to the
common citi::en, however I
myself do not s111oke it. That is
the way it is abused just like any
drug (Tylenol) can be abused.
If anyone would like to disagree with any of my statements,
please do som,, research like I
have done b efore doing so? I
admit that my research was not
deep so it is not hard to find. Do
a web search or go to the library
and you nught find that I am not
as crazy as ID) words may seem.

· :~6E!'' your name in print. , EIJ')~il
•,:;,, your perspectives to . ·
,wvvw.thehilltopol)line.com. :Wr'ite·
· today to .be published
tomorrow... ·.
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Corne and see l<e,n pc, fo, n1 11is s,nnsh hit single
"One Lovo," as well as
other songs 110111 his
clcbut ;:ilbt 11n. "l(cn1istr y,"

HILLTOP I CS
All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged
$5 for the first 20
words and $1 for every
additional five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling are
charged as local companies with a rate of
$10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5
words
thereafter. Personal ads
are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

Opportunities
Movie Extras/Models
Needed
No exp. required,
All looks and ages.
E arn $100 - 300 dollars
1-888-820-0167
Ext. DC13
Announcements
Students, Faculty, and
Staff...
Top Prices Paid for
New, Used amd
Unwanted textbooks
with resale value.
Taj Book Services
1-800-223-8250
(202) 722-0701
Textbook savings since
1982

O\' l'llthcr

l -' , 200.\

loclny at Crr1111ton Iron) .

12p,n -2pn1.
· Be ll1erel! !

Th is Halloween
Come and get...
FREAKED OUT!!!
Fri. Oct 31st.
From 10pm - Until
FREE FOOD & FREE

Dan,elle- J. arn so 1mp!'f.SSed. U are ea ly doln.9 it up and
his ,; only yo!Jr s .cond ssue. Ke p up 'fh good wor !
Lr.esa- I p on ise we wi I stcrt ray ng dti:t your section a 8
next week ) I likzd ~he vclr1ety of stories. Bu+ I guess L
shou'dn't be surprised since you t suer: a diva, liun?
Shani- I hope you're feeling better today dedr. We al have
those. da'/5, Bu yotJ, being the G that you are didnf let that
"'top you from '!av 9 a' ,uqhT section as usual Bamn, you
mus+ b f rorn Cali or somethin
Seon- . he pu:t1.we rs pr ice ess. Remember how old you were
yet' Loved ~he column, ut miss you
eser.ce Whose supp sed tor al< ne augh
take _ back o my ch.ldh od
Wed'11e.£ dCl' nrght's n'ow' Don't orget he J.'4 h.
- .t1 don t ~ven know w e e to star
tou nave sucl4 a creative" mrnd, you Jt.rSt never cE;:Qse to amaze me. I'm so proud
o~ youl STop kilhn eM' wrth tfle column man the.y ain't ready'
Jozen Please stop making me repeat myse'f 2-ach weeK.
-rwo words 'photo credit$'• And! could never note you so
dol'?'t aSK me. sfupid quest·ons anymdre aigh S.W.U.L .-)
Bt<at- SI-take ya wrat''> Yay Okay, row that trl(lt's ol.ft .if
the W(X,/, thanks -to,. .'.>m·ng fl"U ot the kist mm te. Luv ya
Gu" ,. whd~'> W Ii ,, ne~ ecnnlcal ass s or.ti S now
't a t pr erd ob~ fax mac
e · Our
la out sess,o wi co f nui next v,
so, y t · s t' e
NBA U knov, how I am when it comes to sports

cc

DRINKS ALL NIGHT!!
DJ Pr emoniti o n
Spinnin' o n t he 1's and
2's!
@123 Ra ndol ph Pl
1 Block Sout h of 1st
and S St . NW (3 mins
from HU cam pus)

FREE SHEA
BUTTE R! !
FREE RAFFL E !!
FREE CANDY!!
W here: Blackburn
L ower Level
When: Today 11-30 2:30 p m
Bring: Dry Skin
M ore Info @
www.clearshea.com

To my wonderful Friday staff-

.,r.

,.

N-:ik,sha- ~ tolo you my Ct., would be tr9h o the way thru
She Sard' was great ,~ea W(i.fS rfc;., fun w·+li your morn
rh,s we~kend
Maya- Who s th s? • Ay E'. sh, can I get c hi!rtop1cs'> or how
bou+ th s,' Come on $ 1, o gametyme. band, Ci rafffe ticket.

,p o the grocery storP. Yo 're a great negotiator
b you sti( can't r.ave y-G bag s real in hese stre,ts.
o - Yr e sue , a so d,e bat /OU arr I :l t need to
r.k o t
s me nmg sfe pirg !l~e T s "un rro mg off
o-f 2 hou s of steep every Wednesday nrght ;s ~or the birds 1
Jazelle- You re 1he best bu you reed o come down more
O"~

H

©nee a week Just isn't eno~h we miss you
you lovely M E

ATTENTION !!!

A'ShA
h"' on w' ,o can never ':>e replac.?d'

T here was an error in
the printing of
Tuesdays Ramadan
ad.
Please disregrad and
use today's ad
instead.

Specia .hanks ro Jod· Hur and S acey Gates ...Jod, for
he pmg otJ u~ minute tn r
story and Stacey .cor stayng up lc.te wtt rr,e and Josef +o copy edit. You are bo... h
app~eciated more th~ you r<ro

ATTENTION !!!
9 • .2C)c,3
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The Ladies of Alplia
Chapter,
Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Inc.
present
The Biggest Party on
Wheels
"Red & White Skate &
t',hake Night"
Skate Palace
Sunday, No, ember 2. 2003
8pn1-12an1

purchase your tickets.from
any chapter 111e111ber starting ,\;fo,1day,
October 27
$8 in advance

$10 at the door
COME SEE Horv Jl'E
ROLL!

Happy Birthday
Ms. Danika
From The Crew
oc"k Tr1n 'Team

Eastside Stomping all
over Miami more to
come in the near future
Dead Prez

B10

College of Ar ts&
Sciences
Senior Class Board:
Senior Class P ictures
fo r
Bison Yearbook a re
Nov. 3 - Nov. 7
12-8 pm M usic listening
Rm
Cap and Gown will be
given to wear for pie...
tur es
Cost $15
Senior Comprehensive
Examinations
Djama Braiding
G allery
(301) 650-1914
All Types of
Professional Braiding
$30 OFF with This Ad
on:
Kinky Twists
African Twists
Micro Braids
Weaves
941 0 Geor gia Ave.
Silver Spr ings, MD
Offer expires 12/15/03

Hi MommyI'm glad that you're here
visiting me.
What do I want to do? How
about the mall! (he he Just
kldding...well kinda). Love
you much!
Smooches!
-Nakisha

H 0 WARD
1u N IVER SIT Y
B OOKSTORE
w

eiiicated to tacey: ou a
a wonoerful person, inside
and out, and I appreciate
your freindship. Thanks for
etting me come undone. and
thanks for setting me
straight.
Love, J ennifer L. Williams
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Meet Film Acto.r,
Director Producer and
Civil Rights A ctivist

Attention Graduating
Seniors!
HDSC Thank USA will be
conducting interviews
Nov. 6 and Nov. 7 for the
Leadership Development
Program.
Visit HDSC Thank USA's
hosting on Howard
University Monster Trek
for more information.

OSSIE DAVIS
As H~ Disc usses and Signs

" With Osssie &
Ruby: In This Life"

fie

MON DAY, N O VEMBER 3 , 2003

There are only two people in
my life right now that continue to add joy in a world of
dark clouds. my thanks goes
out to these people and for
the rest of my life I will thank
you for being my light and
my smile. My boyfriend
Wesley and my best friend
Maureen. She Is my counterpart and he Is my better half.
I love you guys.
Love Jodi

rre

~

12:00 PM- 2 :00 PM

---------rte
2225 Georgia Ave, NW, Washington. DC 20059
202-238-264 0 o r 1-8 0 0-919-5997
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